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Chapter I
6
Idea for a story - The birth of anonymous twins - The painter’s studio - Milk 
and Cigarettes - A big jet is crashing - Moshe Klinberg’s life story.
7
“Now it’s clear that he is not married and doesn’t have a girl-
friend who lives with him.”
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I want to tell you a story I thought of a long time ago, the last time I 
painted. Do you remember the chess piece at the bottom of that paint-
ing? Well, during one of those first days, when I had only just started 
painting it, I was generally amazed with everything I painted, and so, 
that’s how I felt when I finished the chess piece at the bottom as well. 
I put the markers down on the floor and stepped back to check how the 
painting was progressing, completely astounded I mumbled with great 
love, “This is simply a Masterpiece”. Just then a big shadow was cast 
on the room and I heard a distant airplane flying over the area. I was 
filled with terror and panic, and then burst out laughing at the thought 
that an airplane would crash into the house just when I was so excited.
When I continued working on the story I thought it would be better 
told as a movie, but you know that is not going to happen and there is 
no chance I will keep it inside me for such a long time. I told it to two 
people – the first was a stupid waitress working with me and she said 
something about some idiotic moral to the story that I didn’t relate to. 
The second thing she said, which was closer to the truth, was that it was 
like an American movie. I took this as a compliment.
I think more highly of the second person I told it to, because he is im-
pressive, and talented, and he has brains. He said he liked it and then 
stared upwards at some corner – trying to reach a point – and repeated, 
“It’s a good story, I like it”. I was very pleased.
It’s not like there isn’t a conclusion or something specific in the end
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of the story. It doesn’t have an open ending, and there is something 
that will make you go “Hmmm”, but it’s not a moral, it’s not a story 
promoting warmth and love or any kind of optimism. It’s something 
I instinctively believe in, but it’s not socially true. Although most of 
these things are like this – things like eating a lot, not working, aveng-
ing, feeling angry or being afraid etc…
Anyhow, this is just babbling in an attempt to squeeze in a few reflec-
tions that troubled me recently when I was walking down the street, 
reflections that have no value to the story itself. Shall we?
The first shot is a long one - a camera hovers over the city, like the open-
ing sequence of “Rosemary’s Baby”. The city is neither Tel Aviv nor 
New York. It’s a fictitious city like Superman’s Metropolis. Rhythmic 
violins are playing an apposite music, and the streets are full with a vivid 
commotion. The camera wanders around town and finally stops inside 
a big, wide and neglected apartment building. A young man is hurrying 
up the stairs skipping a stair with each step, wearing a suit with a white 
shirt and no tie. He storms through the first story apartment and ecstati-
cally calls to his wife. A young and beautiful - blond - woman comes 
out of the kitchen or turns around in her seat to face him, or shuts the 
phone or stops any other activity, and asks him with excitement what it 
is. He screams, or maybe shows her a letter he is holding - it turns out he 
got accepted to a new important and exciting job that’s going to change 
both their lives. Perhaps something in architecture or politics. They are 
blissfully hugging each other and thinking of a way to celebrate. She 
opens a bottle of wine and pours him a glass. He drinks from the glass 
and she drinks from the bottle. Later she calls every living relative and 
tells everyone of the success. And he hugs her from behind and breathes 
down her neck. They cannot believe such happiness is possible. Then 
the camera dollies out onto the stairwell - where two men are urgently 
running up the stairs. One of them is a doctor. You can tell he’s a doctor 
by his clothes and the orders he’s shooting out, or the questions he’s 
asking the young man running next to him. From this scene, that looks 
like “E.R.”, it is clear that the doctor has arrived in order to deliver the 
man’s child. The man is losing his hair. He’s thirty something - he has a 
sympathetic face and he is glowing with an empathic humanism.
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They are opening the door and are approaching the bedroom where 
his wife is in labor, sweating, breathing heavily. Standing next to her 
is a young girl with blushing cheeks, holding her hands together with 
dread and excitement. The decisive doctor asks the blushing girl what’s 
going on. She answers and he starts treating the woman. Her legs are 
already spread and he is between them. While he takes care of her, 
there’s a feeling that something isn’t quite right. As if he is a pervert 
or some wicked man taking advantage of the child-bearing woman 
who’s in desperate need of his help. The husband stands next to them 
and doesn’t know how to react. On the one hand he’s a doctor and on 
the other he’s between her legs with his hands in her cunt. Something 
doesn’t seem right. Suddenly the woman’s cries mix up with the cries 
of a baby and a gentle relief takes hold of everyone, swiftly clearing 
any sign of paranoia. The husband takes a deep breath and smiles, the 
doctor also smiles and pulls at the sticky, watery, blood covered head. 
The blushing girl claps her hands again and succeeds in saying, “It’s 
wonderful”, even the new mother smiles beneath the sweat and suffer-
ing. But it isn’t over - she goes on inhaling and exhaling and stretching 
and the tension builds up again, like in an action movie, when the bad 
guy isn’t dead yet. The doctor gives the baby to the husband and his 
forehead is wrinkled with concern. He is between her legs once again, 
and once again his hands are inside her. But now no one is worried, and 
no one doubts his integrity and sincerity. Another baby cry is heard. Or 
maybe the mother stops groaning for a second of dead silence. But then 
she starts moaning again and the doctor smiles to the husband from her 
legs and says “Twins”. How wonderful! Twins. The mother relaxes and 
the girl fluffs up a pillow and puts it as a rest under the fresh mother’s 
head. The doctor and the young father put the two babies beside her, 
they look sticky like little monsters and only the mother’s loving smiles 
show that it’s okay, that this is the way they should look.
And then the camera backs up a little and something makes us think 
that something holy has happened.
And we are filled with festivity, flooded by the pleasant whiteness 
of creation. Another thing that makes the event so moving is the 
fact this couple had wanted children and had almost gave up trying
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again and again. And here you are - they were right and nature was 
wrong. Or maybe nature was right and they were wrong. Anyhow, the 
result was happy and surprising - no dramas, only an elation and a 
blissful vivaciousness. The camera does not move yet and the mother 
suddenly seems like Mary mother of Christ and the father like a young 
carpenter, and the doctor and the girl bear witness to the most incred-
ible moment of their life.  
And the mother wants to thank God, so naturally she looks upwards 
and the camera rises with her accompanying her gaze to the ceiling, 
heavenly violins fill everyone and become increasingly dramatic. The 
camera goes on rising and it turns out that the violins have nothing to do 
with God, but to a Mozart piece I am listening to now, and the ceiling 
ends and turns into a big dirty studio floor belonging to a young painter 
living on the third story. This transition is both gentle and rough. On 
the one hand, the camera moves slowly and shows a cross-section of 
the floors in a clear and unambiguous way. On the other hand, it was so 
pleasing to watch the birth scene, there is a will to let the eyes caress 
it even more.
The painter’s studio is filthy, pieces of red paint are rolling on the floor, 
cigarette butts and canvases are all over the place. The canvases are 
covered with bright colored abstract paintings, a loud Mozart piece is 
playing and there’s a feeling of energetic and powerful creation. Be-
tween the canvases a handsome artist is seen, with long and silky hair 
(not too long), forcefully splashing blue paint with a big brush onto 
the canvas. The paint is wet and luscious. A physical attraction to the 
painting is felt even through the movie screen. The painter goes on 
for another minute, and then moves back and so do we, we notice a 
colorful painting we don’t understand, but one glance at the artist’s 
face makes us realize it’s a masterpiece. He moves back and mumbles, 
“What a MASTERPIECE, this painting is my best painting”, and then 
a telephone rings. And by his behavior and speech it seems like he’s 
talking to some gallery owner, and it sounds like good news. And when 
the artist hangs up we can feel his elated mood, his good fortune, and 
we want to watch again - this time with the guy looking a little like Jeff 
Bridges. Then there is another ring, but this time it’s something less 
positive - the upstairs neighbor asks him to turn down the music.
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The neighbor is dull and unpleasant, he has very short hair and his bony 
cheeks are dark with whiskers that haven’t grown enough and haven’t 
been shaved yet. The painter goes to turn the music down and mum-
bles, “ASSHOLE”. The neighbor still doesn’t move from the door, and 
spews out another annoying remark about some taxes and payments. 
The painter nods his head and hurries to slam the door in his face. It 
seems like the right thing to do - this neighbor is really annoying. And 
then the camera follows the neighbor as he goes slowly up the stairs. He 
opens doors and enters a boring apartment - neither dirty nor clean. It’s 
obvious that he’s single, because who would marry such a creep. So he 
goes to the fridge and takes out some milk, when he pours it into a cup 
disgusting white lumps fall out. Now it’s clear that he is not married 
and doesn’t have a girlfriend who lives with him. He does a few other 
disgusting things and then goes down for some milk.
Maybe you haven’t noticed, but a day has passed since I started the 
story. This morning when I woke up and thought about this miserable 
character, I put my hand on my pubic hair, I heard my flatmates in the 
background and I reached a conclusion about this guy - it’s not going 
to be so clear that he’s miserable. His loneliness shouldn’t be portrayed 
so extremely. The sour milk could make him seem ridiculous compared 
to the downstairs neighbors, but he may even turn out to be a likable 
figure. He has to be miserable in an inconsistent and ambiguous kind of 
way. In a way that would subconsciously penetrate. A way that would 
draw hate for the mediocrity and arbitrariness of the shallowest life 
one could think of or imagine. But I will leave the part with the milk 
in because it is necessary. The guy should leave his house to buy milk 
and cigarettes. The cigarettes will later serve him as a mannerism that 
will be a part of his character. I also went out for milk and cigarettes a 
few days ago and left the stereo playing Mozart, and the water boiler 
on, and I even asked my flatmate something about the computer. But 
I didn’t come back as fast as I thought I would - I met Yaron, the guy 
I mentioned at first - with the brains - the one I think highly about. He 
was walking with his sister and uncle and I joined them because he said 
they were going to his house, where they had weed. I forgot about the 
milk, bought cigarettes and went on with them.
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Now we are moving to a big jet, where a young group of people who 
won a free flight are sympathetically smiling like Israelis returning 
from a trip to India. They are carrying lively conversations with one 
another and look healthy and kind-hearted. When you go past them 
down the aisle and reach the cockpit you realize things aren’t as good as 
they seem. Actually there’s an engine problem and all of the pilots are 
busy trying to solve it and land the plane. And suddenly another crucial 
problem arises, this time it’s something with the wings. They’re asking 
the passengers to fasten their seat belts and to prepare for an emergency 
landing. After that they radio for landing clearance, they don’t get it, 
and the plane starts to shake. We see the passengers again, this time 
they are all scared, fastening their seat belts, and then the flight at-
tendants tell them to put on the yellow inflatable life vests and oxygen 
masks are falling from the ceiling straight onto their heads. Smoke is 
starting to come out of the airplane’s wings. And from a distance we 
can see it approaching the city and diving downwards quickly.
And the lonely, dreary old man finds out that the kiosk where he wanted 
to buy cigarettes is closed, he goes on further from the building seeking 
another kiosk.
And the plane is making loud whistling sounds and the fear of colli-
sion is becoming more monstrous every moment. In the background 
we hear the pilots’ attempts to contact the control tower. And our hearts 
are filled with compassion for the poor passengers and the pilots who 
are about to crash. And in a big chain of explosions the plane crashes 
into the apartment building and fire, flames and smoke engulf the build-
ing. Explosions keep on going, every couple of minutes, increasingly 
bigger, and a strong and round flame, like an atomic bomb, continues 
crunching and abusing the gray city buildings. It’s clear that it’s a hor-
rible disaster. And the lonely guy, already in another kiosk a few blocks 
from his house, ducks together with the vender and feels the heat of the 
fire and the blast’s power, but is not hurt by them, because he is rela-
tively far from the scene. After all the explosions and the horror - the 
turmoil starts. Searches for survivors, efforts to rescue the wounded, 
but only dead bodies are recovered. The police arrive, and ambulances, 
and fire trucks from all over town and fight the fire. No one succeeds at 
going in at first, and when they do, it doesn’t matter, because there are
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only scorched bodies, and searing metal airplane parts. People gather 
round to see how awful the incident is, and the police ask them to stand 
back. And then inside, on the first floor we see (with a sad tune playing 
in the background), the burnt down apartment - totally black - and the 
ceiling has collapsed with a few iron rods sticking out from it. And we 
know no one has survived on the second floor either. And suddenly, 
out of nowhere, a wooden frame falls down with remnants of scorched 
canvas and we are filled with existential grief, because we understand 
that nothing is left, both of the artist and his work. The lonely guy joins 
the crowd gathered outside, looking with them at the building and the 
airplane bits, he is shocked like all of them, perhaps even more. He 
mumbles, “Oh God”, and we are filled with anger and pity, and get 
depressed with the injustice of the world. But there’s no need to be so 
upset, this is just the beginning of the story - Edward’s story. Or actu-
ally - Moshe’s. Moshe Klinberg’s life story.
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Chapter II
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A cigarette - Crazed niggers - “I’ll kill her, I’ll kill her” - Bruce Willis - Crimi-
nals and social workers - Guns fire - “Sliding Doors” - A tough Hispanic man 
- Mr. Gallosy.
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“At that very moment, or actually a second before, fat Zion 
picks up the keys and the cop’s bullet comes to a stop inside 
his head.“
You’ve probably noticed this from the start - the similarity between the 
story and the idea I had when I was painting - about the plane crash 
destroying everyone’s life, and you’re probably asking yourself, what’s 
next? From here on the story develops and the point remains the same 
point in the same idea but I will get closer to it, and I will try to con-
struct some sort of a circle out of it, or as I said before, something that 
will make you go, “Hmmm”.
Moshe Klinberg - whose house is in ruins, and everything he’s accu-
mulated throughout his life (which isn’t much) has been wiped off the 
face of the earth - is now subject to the kindness of the state. We find 
him in a bureaucratic office related to social workers and legal authori-
ties. Remember he’s a gray and unpleasant character, but he’s also the 
hero. I’m sorry but I can’t imagine him being anyone other than Bruce 
Willis, so you should imagine him and that will spare us the descrip-
tions of his body, the way he walks and his facial characteristics. Don’t 
forget he smokes cigarettes, and that’s his main characteristic habit. So 
Moshe stands in the entrance to the offices, the bag with the milk still 
in his hand, he takes an open pack of cigarettes out of the bag, pulls 
out a cigarette, the filter in his hand, slides his tongue quickly along the 
cigarette, puts it in his mouth, pulls his fingers around it to straighten 
it and lights it. This gesture is unforgettable. It’s clumsy and practical 
and could equally cause empathy or repulsion. We’re starting to like 
him because of the milk bag in his hand, it arouses in us an empathic 
ridicule. He enters the big gray building that smells like clerks and
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bureaucracy. Moshe feels like a tiny John Doe all of a sudden - no 
wonder, the ceiling is more than four meters high, and he is no taller 
than a meter and eighty centimeters. He enters and feels wrecked, as if 
he came back from a long journey, or the way I feel coming back from 
work at night. I stagger around helplessly and regret that once more I 
didn’t go with the other workers in Zevik’s car - he’s the owner of the 
place.
“Moshe Klinberg” he answers when asked for his name and sits down 
on an office chair. It’s a huge room divided by thin walls into little cubi-
cles, like the hero’s working place in “After Hours” or the big room of a 
newspaper editorial board - the entire space is divided into small offices 
consisting of two chairs and a desk separating them. People with vari-
ous problems are sitting there - tough Hispanics who break out in rage 
at the social workers and police officers who calm them down and treat 
them in a tiresome and strict way. Crazed niggers with blood in their 
eyes, and the rag-wearing homeless, mumbling undecipherable words. 
Everything’s there and the clerks themselves look to be from every race 
and creed - ugly and beautiful, dark skinned and blond haired - the one 
thing they seem to have in common is their sanity. There is a simultane-
ous feeling of turmoil and order, a mixture of speech and phone rings 
and sudden movements from people that freeze after a short while.
There’s the social worker Moshe speaks to explaining the miserable 
situation he’s in, and the worker listens and fills forms and it seems to 
Moshe that the worker really cares when he nods his head with sadness 
or understanding.
On the other side of the thin wall, in front of a fat social worker, a forty 
year old woman sits, she has fair dry hair, a jaundiced face, thin lips 
and pale blue eyes. She tells the worker about her husband who beats 
her, and describes how she managed to escape him. From time to time 
the worker stretches her hand and holds the woman’s hand with un-
derstanding. Moshe can’t see or hear the conversation, he’s immersed 
in his own problems and goes on answering and describing dryly the 
story about the burnt down apartment building, and the worker listens 
and keeps nodding and writing down his story. Curses are heard from 
the end of the hall, but no one turns around because they’re used to
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hearing someone losing his temper every once in a while. We follow 
the bureaucracy Moshe Klinberg is entering into with bleary eyes, and 
occasionally peek at the girl describing with great despair all the inci-
dents in which her husband beat her. We are proud of her for filing a 
complaint. Sometimes we’re entertained by the thought she and Moshe 
may have an affair. Then we realize that the cursing and disturbance 
from the rear hasn’t stopped, and at some stage Moshe turns around 
to see what’s going on. The camera follows his point of view and we 
see a big man with a giant beer belly, wearing large jeans and a dirty 
t-shirt fighting police officers and screaming, “I’ll kill her, I’ll kill her” 
and then all of a sudden he stops and looks down, as if realizing the 
embarrassing situation he’s gotten himself into, and the cops are happy 
the situation ends this way and say, “Come, come on, relax – it’s going 
to be alright” and then all of a sudden he lifts up his head like a giant 
whale and screams much louder, waves his hands in all directions and 
acts like a fish wounded by some underwater gun arrows.  I’ve seen 
such fish when Nadav, my ex-boyfriend, used to dress up like a scuba 
diver and go underwater hunting with his friends. He also filmed it - the 
fish sleeps or rests a few millimeters above the sea floor and when an 
arrow hits him a big commotion starts in the water. The arrow and the 
blood coming out of the fish whirl in the currents and for a few seconds 
you can’t clearly see what’s going on, the fish continues to twist hys-
terically, probably trying to stop the pain and free his body from the 
arrow.
And then the fat man starts screaming, “Miriam, Miriam” in a high 
pitched hoarse voice like a wounded animal, or a female cat in heat 
who’s trapped indoors. And the woman next to Moshe, whom he hasn’t 
seen until now, lifts her head and instinctively shouts out a question, 
“Zion?” Bruce Willis’s head turns towards her puzzled, and the man - 
Zion - shakes off all the cops and approaches her, hitting chairs, people, 
walls. We see the rest of the movements in slow motion - the cops try 
to catch him, but he shakes them off with a wave of his hand that seems 
like a huge whale fin impatiently waving away a fishing boat standing 
in his way. And when he makes it half of the distance, about five meters 
from his wife - and without knowing it, within an equal distance from 
Moshe Klinberg - he draws out a black gun from his belt
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or pants, he straightens his hands and aims it towards his wife. We 
dimly hear the gunshots and perceive the shock taking hold of his wife 
and see her breast soaking with blood. She looks at him bewildered, 
opens her mouth like a grouper fish and stares with a lost look at the 
horizon. We are sorry for her life, but just the same we forget about her 
and tell ourselves that there’s no point in feeling sorry, we didn’t know 
her for so long anyhow. And the crazed husband goes on shooting her 
and then the social worker behind her, and then everyone around her. 
Moshe ducks and hides and shuts his eyes with horrible confusion. A 
tough Hispanic man is shot in the shoulder, a cop is shot twice in the 
heart, a woman in a suit looks at us sadly, collapses and bleeds on the 
floor, and another cop is blown back watching us shocked.
Finally the shooting stops and Zion looks around, all the cops are sur-
rounding him with their guns pointed at him thanking God he stopped 
shooting and gave them a moment to think, and then Zion puts the gun 
in his mouth and shoots inwards. At that very second all of the law en-
forcer’s guns open fire, so not only does his head explode, his hole body 
turns into Swiss cheese, or a big sponge squirting blood.
After a few minutes, when everybody is looking around, screams and 
phone calls for ambulances are heard from all directions, Bruce Willis 
lifts his head up and looks around stunned. The social worker that sat 
in front of him stares at him with cow’s eyes, or with a beheaded cow’s 
eyes, with his clothes soaked in blood. There are a few drops of blood 
on Moshe’s clothes, but other than that he’s all in one piece. Later on 
the news channels will report the terrible massacre that took place, and 
it will turnout that fifteen workers and civilians were murdered by the 
shooting wife beater. Or maybe it wasn’t exactly like that, and we’ll 
start all over again - maybe next to the big hall divided by the thin walls 
there were also totally closed rooms with light green doors like in hospi-
tals, and that’s where dangerous people who are sent to jail and need to 
meet a psychologist or someone who connects them with their families, 
are interviewed or interrogated. Moshe enters and looks at these people 
with fear and shock, and there’s a skinny and ugly whore in there, who 
spits in his direction, and defiantly says something dirty and the cops 
silence her forcefully. And Moshe looks at the doors, but he’s afraid to 
stall his glance because he has a bad feeling about these people.
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Some of them look much stronger than the cops and the only reason 
that he doesn’t run away, and continues to enter, is that they never lost 
control over one of the criminals so there’s no reason for it to happen 
now.
“Moshe Klinberg” he answers when asked for his name. And starts tell-
ing what happened to the building he lived in. In the meanwhile a tough 
Hispanic criminal is brought into one of the cells, he argues and pushes 
the cops and swears at them wildly and contemptuously. Three cops 
take out their clubs, start beating him in all parts of his body, until he 
collapses, and even then some. Suddenly we hear someone yelling, and 
from the entrance that criminal’s social worker comes and asks them to 
stop beating his “Julio”. The social worker is very fat and at first we feel 
repulsed by his body, but the humanism he shows fills us with empathy, 
and we rest assured knowing he’s one of the good guys. Julio, the tough 
guy, enters one of the rooms. And the fat social worker named Zion 
asks for Julio’s hands to be freed from the cuffs because he’s all beat 
up and miserable. The cops argue at first, but have to agree and release 
Julio from his cuffs. We’re filled with a bad premonition, because we 
know there has to be a reason for us to watch this scene, and we return 
to Moshe who tells his story in fine detail, adding some comments and 
trying to understand his rights, or at least what he’s supposed to do right 
now. The social worker nods his head sympathetically and writes down 
a transcript. In the meanwhile, in the closed violent-criminals’ room, 
Julio talks with the social worker unwillingly, with his head hanging 
down on his neck like a slightly deflated balloon on a stick. All of a 
sudden, with no apparent reason, Julio takes out a knife and sticks it 
into the arm of the cop behind him. The cop cries with pain and Julio 
takes the knife out of the cop’s arm, rises from his chair turns to the 
second cop and sticks the knife into his chest. Then he grasps the head 
of the first cop, breaks his neck, grabs a gun from the cop’s belt, turns 
around to the second and takes his gun too. Then he turns and tries to 
open the door - an action which after all this violence seems human and 
desperate. But the door is locked. “Give me the keys” Julio asks Zion 
with a threatening voice. And Zion shaking and overwhelmed sits and 
watches him and the cop’s body
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with the second cop convulsing with a knife in his chest. “Give me the 
goddamn key” Julio screams at him and sends his hand forward. The 
fat social worker sends a trembling hand into his pocket and takes out 
the keys. He still doesn’t know what he’s going to do with them as Julio 
grabs the keys and exits the room. Outside he sees some cops noticing 
something terrible has happened in that room, and he starts shooting 
in all directions. He carves his way out with the gun, until he reaches 
the center of the hall divided by thin walls. Moshe ducks quickly and 
hides from the gunshots, he shuts his eyes in terrible confusion. We 
hear muffled gunshots and see the bullets hit a woman’s chest, a hooker 
who sat in the room next to Moshe’s, you can tell she is shocked and 
we see her chest soaking with blood. She looks at him with wonder, 
opens her mouth like a grouper fish, watching the horizon with a lost 
look. And Julio keeps shooting at the social worker behind her and at 
everyone else around her. A tough Hispanic is shot in the shoulder, 
one cop is shot twice in the heart, a woman in a suit looks at us sadly, 
collapses and bleeds on the floor and another cop is blown backwards 
looking at us, stunned. 
Suddenly the shooting stops, or some order takes hold of Julio’s head, 
he looks around and all the cops are surrounding him. They draw their 
guns, thank God he stopped shooting and gave them a second to think 
and then when they intend to kill him, Zion, the fat social worker, ar-
rives screaming, “Don’t shoot, don’t shoot” and stands between Julio 
and the cops. The cops take their guns down for a second and look 
at him helplessly and Julio takes advantage of the situation, loads the 
second gun he had in his hand and fires straight into the social work-
er’s head. At that instant the law enforcers’ guns fire and not only does 
Zion’s head explode, his whole body turns into Swiss cheese or a giant 
sponge squirting blood and all the sympathy we had for Zion turns into 
a deep and ridiculous contempt.
After a few minutes when everyone looks around, screams and calls 
for an ambulance are heard everywhere, Bruce Willis lifts his head up 
and looks around, shocked. The social worker sitting in front of him 
stares at him like a beheaded calf or cow, with his clothes soaked with 
blood. There are a few drops on Moshe’s clothes as well, but other than 
that he’s all in one piece. Later, all the TV channels would report the
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terrible massacre that took place, and it will turn out that about fifteen 
workers and other civilians were murdered from the gunshots of the 
dangerous criminal.
I’ve heard there’s a movie called “Sliding Doors” where the same 
things happen. All sorts of ideas about what would happen if this and 
what would happen if that. So I had another idea, don’t get mad, about 
what would have happened if a crazy mafia Don had entered the dan-
gerous-criminals rooms, his name is Giorgio - he’s fat and has many 
diamond rings, like a mean rapper. Actually he’s already jailed and his 
hands are cuffed, he wears light blue clothes and has white marks on 
his fingers, where the rings used to be and prevented the fingers from 
tanning. Moshe enters and looks at him with respect and turns his head 
with appreciation and deterrence, not necessarily a moral one. He looks 
for a place to sit and a forty year old woman with fair hair, a jaundiced 
face, thin lips and pale blue eyes, directs him into one of the cells. He 
asks himself how does she know all of this, but after a few moments 
he realizes she’s a cop on a day off who knows one of the workers and 
incidentally she’s sitting with her for a chat in the adjacent cell. “Moshe 
Klinberg” he answers when asked for his name, and sits down on an 
office chair. At times he hears fragments of the conversation between 
the two friends in the next cell, such as, “Where did you buy that shirt?” 
or “How’s she doing and how’s he doing?”, but he immediately turns 
his attention back to the social worker and tries to concentrate on what 
he has to say. 
That’s what happened when I was interviewed for the paper, I answered 
with crazy distraction, I constantly tried to fish for thoughts from empty 
areas in my brain. I felt uncredible, I was repeating everything two hun-
dred times and that’s why I started telling increasingly personal stuff, to 
try and get interested in what I was saying.
All of a sudden a gunshot sounds and two men, one very fat and the oth-
er an Hispanic, both dressed in long leather coats and black turtle-neck 
shirts, march in swiftly, like SS officers. They’ve just shot the entrance 
guard, and they’re here to save Giorgio the mafia Don. The Hispanic 
holds a gun to one of the cops’ temple and asks with a threatening, ter-
rifying voice, “Where’s Giorgio?” The poor cop nearly cries from fear 
and begs for his life and almost wets his pants. But the
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Hispanic has no patience for all of that and he asks again, “Where’s 
Giorgio?”, this time the cop manages to mumble, still crying, “In the 
room…there” and Julio asks where the keys are and the cop points 
at his friend with a shaky hand. Everybody watches what’s going on 
and Moshe Klinberg tries not to stand out and mumbles to himself, “I 
don’t want to die, I don’t want to die” and the Hispanic asks the cop’s 
friend for the key. But the young officer can’t move. We can see has an 
ethical dilemma. “Give me the goddamn key” Julio screams at him and 
sends his hand forward. So the cop throws the keys away from him, 
trying to create a compromise and to act in a manner which suits the 
situation and keeps him alive. Julio tells the fat partner - Zion - to get 
the keys and unhesitantly shoots the young cop who threw them in the 
head. Suddenly, out of the blue, the girl in the cell next to Bruce Willis 
turns around and draws a police gun out of her belt. Seems like Julio’s 
immoral shot offended her and she decided to act. She points the gun 
in the direction of the Hispanic and squeezes the trigger. At that very 
moment, or actually a second before, fat Zion picks up the keys and the 
cop’s bullet comes to a stop inside his head. At the same moment fire 
also comes out of Julio’s gun, and not only does Zion’s head explode, 
his whole body turns into Swiss cheese or a big sponge squirting blood. 
Moshe ducks quickly and hides from the gunshots and shuts his eyes 
in terrible confusion. Julio continues firing at the woman officer, we 
see the shock overcoming her and her chest is soaking with blood. She 
looks at him with wonder, opens her mouth like a grouper fish, and 
stares with a lost look at the horizon. And Julio continues to fire at the 
social worker behind her and everyone else around. A tough Hispanic 
man is shot in the shoulder, one cop is shot twice in the heart, a woman 
in a suit looks at us sadly, collapses and bleeds on the floor and another 
cop is blown back, watching us shocked. Suddenly the shooting stops, 
or some order takes hold of Julio’s head, he looks around and all the 
cops are surrounding him. They draw their guns, thank God he stopped 
shooting and gave them a second to think and shoot his body continu-
ously, as if trying to revive their friends this way. After a few minutes 
when everyone looks around, screams and calls for an ambulance are 
heard everywhere, Bruce Willis lifts his head up and looks around, 
shocked. The social worker sitting in front of him stares at him like 
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beheaded calf or cow, with his clothes soaked with blood. There are 
a few drops on Moshe’s clothes as well, but other than that he’s all in 
one piece. Later on all the TV channels will report the terrible massacre 
that took place, and it will turn out that about fifteen workers and other 
civilians were murdered from the gunshots of Giorgio’s gang. The case, 
just like the plane crash into the building, turns into another shocking 
event, and the newspaper editors know they’re facing a difficult prob-
lem - how to layout the front page. On every TV screen in every home 
around the western world, pictures from the latest events are now pre-
sented, and newsmen as well as ordinary people, are starting to know 
the names of the dead and to mourn their tragic deaths. 
A well-known reporter arrives at the scene of the crime, wearing a yel-
low tie and a black suit. He’s very serious, so everyone treats him seri-
ously. Turns out that one of people hurt in the massacre was a reporter 
working for the same news company as Trevor Gallosy - important 
man, yellow tie. He’s talking to the cops in a low voice, and they ex-
plain what happened. Because Trevor is tall and you see him everyday 
on TV, the cops respect him. Another reason he’s so highly thought of 
is that he owns a part of the company he works for. The concept of the 
show is that Trevor Gallosy reports from the studio, and novice report-
ers report from the scenes. Trevor enters the scene of the crime where 
bodies are collected, and the severely wounded are being resuscitated, 
he approaches a thin man wearing a polished police uniform. Turns out 
that the thin cop with the eyeglasses was the reporter sent by the news 
company to research Giorgio’s gang and to cover Julio’s meeting - the 
dangerous criminal with the social workers. Mr.Gallosy is used to it, 
much to his dismay, not even one field reporter in his crew is healthy. 
He comforts the young man whose shoulder doesn’t stop bleeding and 
asks him if he would like to report from the scene as a victim, the poor 
reporter nods his head affirmatively and passes out, his head drops on 
his chest like a drunkard falling asleep in the street. Trevor rises and 
orders a girl from the medical team to take care of the fainted reporter, 
then he walks out of the scene of the crime where a TV cameraman 
waits for him. He signals a start and the cameraman balances the cam-
era on his shoulder, the boom man sends the microphone up in Trevor’s 
direction. Trevor spews a few dramatic words, moves his eyebrows 
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with grief as he describes the dead and the wounded, and after a short 
silence signals a cut. He enters his car and tells the cameraman to send 
the cassette to the newsroom, where he will go over it.
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“Havana Motel” - Tal and I - Moshe’s urinal bladder - Waking up - Under-
standing a dream - “Golden shower”.
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“He looks at the people in the beds around him and tries to 
think where they came from - there’s a big nigger, like in the 
candy bar commercial, he’s taking a pita out of a plastic bag 
that was in his pack, eats it’s tip, takes a whole tomato, puts it 
in his mouth, chews gently, and spits the pieces into the pita.”
I’m having a hard time describing Moshe walking down the darkened 
city streets because I just woke up from sleeping, and any attempt to 
describe movement seems like a nightmare. Although I have to go to 
some fringe theater to help a friend, I would like to stay in bed so much. 
I think it’s what Bruce Willis would like to do - to snug under his bed 
covers and sleep peacefully. In the meantime he wanders down the 
streets with his carton of milk and half a pack of cigarettes, and looks 
for a place to sleep. Then he sees a motel - a place that looks very cheap 
(4 dollars a night) with a long yellow flashing sign saying “Havana 
Motel” or “Hawaii Motel” or a gigantic square sign saying “4 dollars a 
night”. And Moshe walks in dragging his feet with no spare thoughts. 
Inside there’s a small room, like a reception room, and a beautiful girl 
with dreads stands in there, dirty as a rat. She asks what he wants and 
explains what is written on the big sign outside: “A bed costs four dol-
lars a night”. Moshe agrees and follows the girl upstairs. He staggers 
behind her step after step until they reach some not very big rooms, each 
room with eight double-bunk beds. In each bed there’s a man either ly-
ing down or minding his business, some of the beds have pictures and 
decorations hanging from them, which makes us understand that some 
of the men are living there for quite a while. He looks around and can’t 
find a vacant bed, he turns to the girl with a wondering look, she points 
at a double bunk bed in the corner of the room and he crosses the room 
and sits on the lower bunk. He feels it’s a good time to drink the milk 
in the carton, but when he opens it he sees that the milk has turned sour. 
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Utterly disappointed he puts the milk down on the floor. Fortunately 
he is very tired and almost nothing can wake him up. He looks at the 
people in the beds around him and tries to think where they came from 
- there’s a big nigger, like in the candy bar commercial, he’s taking a 
pita out of a plastic bag that was in his pack, eats it’s tip, takes a whole 
tomato, puts it in his mouth, chews gently, and spits the pieces into the 
pita. I was shocked when I saw him do this, on the one hand I felt I was 
witnessing something rare and on the other hand I didn’t understand 
why he didn’t use a knife. Perhaps he was lazy. Contrary to Moshe 
who was tired and indifferent to everything and felt like he’d already 
seen everything, I was pretty alert and frightened. I stayed there for 
one night because I wanted to see Corinne Alal’s special show and I 
had nowhere to stay the night. I can’t remember if I got any sleep that 
night. In the morning when I left there and looked at the sea I felt my 
back was squeaking like a misassembled cupboard.   
Bruce Willis has already laid down to sleep - the milk carton beside 
him - and has taken out a cigarette to relax himself. “Can I have a ciga-
rette?” he hears some voice and decides not to answer, he’s too tired 
for it and like tar or seaweed swept after the waves, he is pulled back 
and forth towards sleep. “Can I have a cigarette?” he hears the question 
again and sees the Rasta girl in front of him although it’s not the same 
girl really, it’s the girlfriend he had after high school - Dafna - who 
only looks like this girl. And he asks her, “Dafna, since when do you 
smoke?” and she tells him a long story about some party, and as she 
tells the story he finds himself at a cocktail party wearing a three piece 
suit and a glass of wine in his hand. At first I drank a glass of wine, but 
Tal said I should drink whiskey. We had two glasses of whisky, and 
when the bottle was finished I sent for the bartender to ask what we 
could have instead, and he suggested vodka with Redbull. It was the 
funniest evening I ever had, it was in Savion, and I know I already told 
you about it, and yet - the gigantic pool and huge hall that looks like the 
Tel-Aviv Museum, the candles everywhere and the ecstasy pill I took 
in the cab - everything was in order. And Bruce Willis walks around 
the pool, lit by the gentle, quivering candlelight, and next to him his 
ex-girlfriend is dressed like a little girl with dreads. They change their 
drinks from wine to whisky and politely smile to strangers, have a 
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word with them and laugh happily. Then some light Seventies music is 
played, and they are colored yellow purple and green by the changing 
lights. And when Bruce looks at Dafna and sees his hand holding the 
plastic cup he can’t help laughing and thinking he’s in a film clip or in a 
two-dimensional poster. Then everyone gathers round the pool and one 
of the organizers of the party gives a speech about something that has 
to do with duties to the state and cigarettes and a good shower. Moshe 
gets closer so he can hear what the man is trying to say and then he’s 
overwhelmed with excitement because this handsome man who looks 
at first like Clark Kent is none other than Trevor Gallosy - the world’s 
most famous news reporter. Suddenly people are jumping into the wa-
ter without any warning. Young women in silver dresses with a split on 
the thigh and chubby and skinny older men are cheerfully going in, and 
the dazzle spins Klinberg’s head - who is trying to stay away from the 
pool so he doesn’t get wet. And just as he thought he got away from it 
he feels a blunt blow from behind and dives into the water. He’s cold 
and totally wet. The water drips from the edge of his head onto his face 
and is absorbed by his evening suit. He lifts his head up and swims like 
a dog in order to float. Nadav had a few moments in which he decided 
that I should become a good swimmer, so he tried to teach me to swim 
long distances, every time I tried to rest in the middle of one of those 
marathons I did what Bruce Willis was doing, and wondered when all 
of this was going to end. Then Moshe sees Dafna swimming next to 
him with her hair all wet. He smiles at her and all of a sudden his face 
becomes terrified as he discovers he has no control of his urinal blad-
der, and he’s been pissing in the water all along. “What’s the matter” 
Dafna asks him, and he understands that she doesn’t smell his urine, 
so he goes on smiling and says that nothing’s the matter. After that he 
decides to get out of the pool. When he climbs the rail his body is heavy 
as a stone and he can’t tell whether jumping into the water was a suicide 
attempt or whether it was the shoes that pulled him down. A hand is 
reaching for him and he grabs it to climb out. When he sees to whom 
the hand belongs he forgets how wet and cold he is, and the possibil-
ity of catching pneumonia doesn’t even occur to him. It’s the famous 
Mr.Gallosy staring at him with a winners’ smile, dry and elegant with 
his black-blue Chinese hair. Trevor ignores Bruce Willis’ wetness, a 
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offers him a shot of vodka and Redbull and starts telling him about 
the problems he had at work and about all the field reporters being ill 
and injured, without anyone to replace them. Then Moshe takes out a 
cigarette licks it lengthwise, lights it (a redundant act since all of his 
cigarettes are still wet from the pool) narrows his eyes and asks with a 
Bruce Willis voice, “So why do you need me?” and Trevor looks at him, 
takes out a cigar and says, “You’ve got what nobody’s got, and that’s 
what we need”. Moshe’s gaze becomes mousy and panicked and he 
tries to figure out what it is that he has and nobody else does. “You’ve 
never noticed it? Huh?”, Trevor teases him. And Bruce Willis brings his 
head closer to hear him better, “What didn’t I notice?” Trevor gently 
moves away from him, and Moshe sees how handsomely Mr.Gallosy 
is dressed. “You can’t die” he says and starts laughing wickedly like Al 
Pacino in “The Devil’s Advocate” and just like in that movie the pool 
and everything around it goes up in flames and Moshe feels he’s in a 
terrible nightmare that doesn’t end and the fire terrifies him and he tries 
to protect himself and screams incoherently. Then he wakes up aston-
ished to realize that the motel has burnt down and all the beds are on 
fire and in them lay scorched bodies. And only his bed did not burn and 
a strong smell of urine comes from it and from around it. He sits for a 
few more seconds and examines the place, stunned, and afterwards he 
starts running out of the room, the smoke chokes him and he goes on, 
down the stairs and his sight becomes foggy, because hardly any oxy-
gen reaches his brain. And then, as he exits the building, he lies down 
almost fainting on the sidewalk, and passes out. 
I don’t like to use dreams in stories because I hate reading about dreams 
that get into the plot and don’t help anything except for the “atmo-
sphere”. The reason I used a dream in spite of this, is that I wanted to 
describe how Moshe receives or absorbs (also literally - you’ll see in a 
moment) what happened outside his bed.
Remember that someone asked him for a cigarette? Well that someone 
was an ugly rag wearer, who lay in the bed beside him. And that ugly 
beggar (who looks like Meir - the one who hangs around Sheinkin ha-
rassing people constantly saying, “God bless you, God bless you”) asks 
him once more for a cigarette and Moshe doesn’t answer since he’s 
already sleeping. So the beggar decides to abuse him in an amusing 
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way. He gets up from his bed and stands over drowsy Moshe, takes the 
cigarette out of his hand and takes the pack too, unzips his pants, takes 
out his cock and pees on Moshe’s blanket. But instead of suffering, he 
notices that Moshe is smiling joyfully from his dream. The beggar gets 
real angry and forcefully shakes out his last drops of urine. It doesn’t 
help. Looks like Moshe is still enjoying it - his smile keeps growing 
wider. The beggar calls his friends - who like him are poor people with 
a weird mentality and a lot of urine in their bladders, because they’re 
alcoholics, and drink a lot. So a group of ten people stand in a circle. 
They all unzip their pants and wet Moshe’s bed to such a degree that 
mould grows immediately on the wood and the blanket sticks to his 
body so that they both form one shape. “We gave him a golden show-
er” they say to one another and laugh. And one accidentally kicks the 
milk carton by the bed and all the sour milk spills on the floor. 
And Moshe only smiles with joy and says, “…Dafna…”. After they 
get tired of this, they each go to their bed, drink more from their bottles 
of alcohol and share Moshe’s cigarettes. After a few moments you can 
hear their snores and see the content smiles on their faces while the 
cigarettes keep smoking from their mouths, and the bottles stand under 
each of their beds, and then the cigarettes - like dominos - in perfect 
order - fall on the wool blankets. When an alcoholic falls asleep with a 
cigarette in his mouth, it’s like a pyromaniac walking into a gas station. 
In a few seconds the alcohol soaked blankets catch fire and a small 
flame spreads along the blanket, growing bigger every second. And 
when the flames reach inside the bottle of alcohol under the bed, the 
beds turn into little atomic bombs that ignite and turn into an inferno 
that grows and expands with each explosion. Within half an hour the 
whole room is on fire and even the beds with no alcoholics in them 
burn slowly and turn their sleepers into black pieces of flesh. Only 
Bruce Willis’ bed doesn’t catch fire, it is protected by the piss and 
the sour milk that surround it. The bed is so wet that it would take 
Mr.Klinberg two days of sleep to get burned. And Moshe didn’t sleep 
for two days, he slept just one night and got up a few hours after the 
climax. After the explosion of the bottles and a few calls for help from 
people who woke up to find themselves burning - or maybe it was the 
fire hissing that sounded like weak human cries for help - whichever, 
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Mr.Klinberg did not hear either, that’s why the dream contained refer-
ences to urine, and the pool symbolized the wetness Klinberg felt when 
he was soaked with piss, and that’s why Trevor’s speech had expres-
sions like “a good shower” or “cigarettes”, and so he transformed the 
sounds and the cheerfulness of the homeless to a big cocktail party. I 
know it’s obvious, but my flat mate just came in, read the story and said 
that it wasn’t very clear. And another thing, I’m not making the plot 
right now, I thought of it a long time before I started writing. So don’t 
think I’m trying to win a little extra time here. On the contrary.  
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The nurse as Dolly Parton - life is going to change - thoughts about death - 
A new job. 
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“...You have something that not many people possess...”
Moshe finds himself in hospital in a bed with white sheets. Maybe 
an oxygen machine is connected to his mouth, through which he sees 
things quite vaguely, or maybe it’s the transparent plastic that distorts 
his vision. He’s lost all hope and stares at the walls around him, waiting 
to see what will be done with him.
You don’t know how desperate I am. I hear my partner brag with his 
friends in the next room, and instead of the contempt I used to feel for 
him, he intensifies my loss. You wouldn’t believe it, I even lost my ap-
petite. I feel like a big pink, meaningless chunk of meat, or chicken legs 
that are given out for free in the market. And now, how ironic, I have to 
describe how Moshe’s situation is starting to change for the better, and 
how he becomes acclaimed.
Three nurses arrive and they look like variations of Dolly Parton - 
blond with big breasts, huge lips and devoted smiles. They cover him 
with a blanket, though it isn’t cold at all, and there’s already one blanket 
covering him, and they caress him lightly, as if by accident, between 
his legs. And Bruce Willis doesn’t understand what’s going on, and 
can’t believe that things can improve, he asks them not to torment him 
and stop planting false aspirations in him. And the girls who resemble 
- not in their appearance, but in their charm - Hoffman’s ferries - unfor-
gettable, amazing witches - chuckle and don’t know what he’s talking 
about. They keep standing around his bed, pull out a pillow under his 
head, massage his feet, cut his hair, and rub his temples with one finger 
on each side. Then they turn away and whisper to each other seriously. 
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Moshe looks and tries to guess what’s going on. His eyes are wide 
open, like Roman the Slovak dishwasher who used to work with me, 
every time he was spoken to too quickly, his pupils would expand and 
his mouth would open like a little cave or a hole in a gigantic flute.
“Mr.Gallosy, Trevor Gallosy would like to meet you” one of the nurses 
said finally, and her two colleagues watch her excited, moving their 
heads to the sides. Moshe doesn’t know how to react, one problem was 
solved, but unfortunately, with it, a new problem arose. He understood 
why the nurses were so nice to him. But he did not understand what 
the famous Trevor Gallosy wants from him. Then he remembered the 
dream. And the same thing happened again, one problem was solved, 
but unfortunately it led to another problem, and worse - to many new 
problems. He knew what Gallosy wanted from him - Mr.Gallosy thinks 
Bruce Willis will never die and he needs new field reporters who won’t 
be injured or die in the field, he’d already heard that. But it’s stupid for 
a man to rely on a dream, and even more stupid for a dream to have 
some grasp in reality. Moshe wonders whether from now on everything 
around him will become mystical and mysterious. He lies in bed, con-
fused and asks himself how much his life is going to change. Some 
peoples’ lives change and they become rich overnight, others fall in 
love or out of love - and find they are totally alone - all of these things 
are reasonable, and it’s natural to think about them, to demand them, to 
fear them. But as soon as these dreams become a dominant part of life, 
and just as real, it means that life is not quite what you thought of it or 
better yet - you’ve probably gone totally mad.
Mr.Gallosy arrives in a black suit and yellow tie, his hair combed back. 
He smiles in Moshe Klinberg’s direction, and signals to the nurses with 
his finger, and they take the oxygen mask off poor Moshe. Klinberg 
looks shocked, and when the mask is taken off his hair gets dishev-
eled again and the pupils of his eyes widen like the universe. “Hel-
lo Mr.Klinberg” Mr.Gallosy says and smiles formally, as his cheek-
bones stretch his handsome face. “You probably know who I am” and 
Moshe Klinberg, annoyed with the rude and condescending question, 
decides not to respond. Klinberg’s silence makes Trevor seem all the 
more serious, he moves his head to the side in a sharp move, glances at
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the nurses, and signals something with his mouth. The nurses giggle 
for a second and then one take out a big brown cigar with a red ribbon 
on its tip. Moshe looks at them amazed and doesn’t believe his eyes, a 
cigar in a hospital. He looked at Trevor and at the blond nurses with the 
red lips and asked where he was.
“You are in my vacation home in Canada” Trevor says and smokes the 
cigar. Thick gray smoke rises up and spreads in the room, and Bruce 
Willis wants to throw up. He imagined that Trevor Gallosy really was 
the devil. He had so much power and he was perfect in every possible 
way that it was simply unnatural. Moshe thought to himself, “Oh shit, 
where did I end up?” and after that also asked the nurses for a cigarette. 
The same nurse who took out Trevor’s cigar put her hand in her pocket 
again and took out a pack of Bruce Willis’ usual cigarettes - Winston 
Lights, soft pack.
When she took out the cigarette from the pack she licked it lengthwise 
then put the filter in her mouth, pulled her fingers around the cigarette, 
lit the other end and after a puff handed it to Klinberg.
“Mr.Klinberg, you have something that not many people possess, 
something I need”.
Moshe held the cigarette and felt totally castrated, they knew every-
thing about him and he was so frustrated, he didn’t care about anything. 
“I know what you want from me...” Moshe said and for the first time 
saw Trevor slightly surprised, lifting his eyebrows theatrically. “I can’t 
die and you need new reporters who won’t die or get injured when re-
porting”. Trevor stood silent and examined his face, then he burst out 
laughing, and Moshe watched his cheekbones again. Trevor went on 
laughing and so did the nurses, opening their mouths wide open, and 
their red lips throbbed like a pussy before an orgasm - I know how that 
looks, I saw it on the Discovery Channel. After that everyone got seri-
ous, which happens when in the middle of laughing you realize how 
good it is, and don’t want it to end and then you find out how fast it has 
diminished and you become even more serious than before.
“I really need new reporters, that’s true” Trevor says and gives out anoth-
er short giggle and hides it with his fist, “But where did you come up with 
this, I beg your pardon - stupid - idea that you won’t die?” and the nurses 
laugh again and Moshe looks at them and blushes with embarrassment.
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I don’t feel like describing the whole dialogue, I will give you a sum-
mary of what went on in there. Moshe finds out that there is no con-
nection between the dream and reality, and that Trevor is not the devil, 
he just watched video footage and TV broadcasts of his reporters, and 
saw Moshe alive and well at almost every disaster scene. And how did 
the nurses know about the cigarette ritual? The undercover reporter 
who was dressed as a cop accidentally filmed Moshe waiting in front 
of the big building and lighting a cigarette, the nurses watched it and 
learned to mimic him because they thought it had style. And why did 
Moshe find himself in Trevor Gallosy’s summerhouse? Because Trev-
or asked the local hospital where Bruce Willis was to move him to his 
place where the conditions were better. And the last question that begs 
to be asked is - what does Moshe Klinberg have, that no one else has? 
“Luck. You’ve got luck my man” Trevor says and approaches Moshe’s 
bed, instinctively pulling off the blanket. Trevor Gallosy really wants 
Moshe as a reporter, he’s got both feet on the ground, or at least knows 
that we all die in the end. He offers Moshe to work as a field reporter 
and to win a life of luxury, on the condition that he fulfills all assign-
ments, and doesn’t fear to report from the most dangerous places. Of 
course Moshe agrees and from that moment on his face increasingly 
resembles Bruce Willis’.
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Moshe Klinberg in his late twenties. Portrait 
from the wall of the ‘Polo Club’, Manchester, 
where he spent a short period from April to 
June, 1921.
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A young Klinberg on Christmas Eve in Aspen, Colorado. Photo pos-
sibly taken at the ‘Elk Head Lodge’ where he was known to spend 
the holiday season. Year unknown.
Berlin, circa 
1932, with 
unident i f ied 
female. Klin-
berg travelled 
e x t e n s i v e l y 




“Tali is a tall fitness train-
er, solemn, impressive and 
has a wolf tattooed on her 
arm...” Page 62
“Sigal was a 15-year-
old punk who roamed the 
streets with a pack of No-
blesse cigarettes, heavy 
make up and a small 
knife.” Page 63  
“Meital, short and stout - a 
jazz singer and a musical 
prodigy, 22 years of age, had 
also agreed to come and serve 
him every morning, after he 
saw her staggering with a 
giant contrabass case on her 
back.” Page 63 
One of many photos of one of many parties at the Klinberg Mansion, from 
the Klinberg Mansion archives. Probably 1980s.
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Happy Times: Tali, Meital and Sigal posing for the camera before boarding a flight to 
Catmandu, Nepal, on a rescue mission with Klinberg, 2001.
“The only thing he thought of was long indulgent rows of the letter aleph, they twisted and 
moaned and inhaled and exhaled, like colorful candy snakes wriggling through his brain - 
AAAAAAAAAAA  AAAAAAAA         AAAAAAAAA                AAAAAAAAA              AAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA  - really.” Page 85.  
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Photo of young unidentified male 
found in Klinberg’s bedroom after his 
death. The portrait has been marked 
‘interesting’.
One of Klinberg’s priceless 13th Cen-
tury Indonesian ashtrays, now in the 
Met Museum, New York.
Meital and Sigal in a typical narcotic frenzy. Klinberg Mansion, 1992.
47
Dinner party at the Klinberg Mansion, 1990. (from l to r) Jasper Johns, Tali, Liza 
Minnelli, unknown (possibly George Lucas?), Andrew Kerton, Moshe Klinberg, Hil-
lary Clinton.
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Two portraits of young males found in Klinberg’s travel case after his death. 
Identities unknown.
49
Hole punched photo of Meital found in the Klinberg Library, note on back reads ‘another 
fine mess...’. Circa 1978.
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Four favourite guests at the Klinberg Mansion: Klinberg was known for his fascination of 
identical twins and his insistence on their presence at his parties. Photo circa 1970s.
51
The face of Swiss Telecom: Moshe Klinberg, 1995.
Photo from an extensive file of black-listed party guests, Klinberg 
Mansion archives.
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Target practise: A scene from ‘Terrorism... Exclusively! ‘ - a video game based on the life 
of Moshe Klinberg, from early 2001.
53
A familiar face at the Klinberg parties: Jack Nicholson performs his notorious 
‘ape’ routine. Circa 1978-1987.
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A warm welcome: Guests enjoying themselves at the Klinberg Mansion, circa 
mid 1990s.
55
A very modern action hero: Image from the cover of a fictionalised biography 
based on the life of Moshe Klinberg by Keren Cytter, 2008.
Queue forming for the famous sushi buffet during a party at the Klinberg Man-
sion. Photo dated 22nd August 1997.
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Trevor Gallosy in the news room, 20th Century.
57
Invitation to party at the Klinberg Mansion in honour of Moshe’s 32nd birth-
day. Back reads ‘Do or Die’, 1989.
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58
A book from the Klinberg Library, Year unknown.
Mystery photo of arm with dagger motif tattoo, found on Klinberg’s person 
after his death. 
Chapter V
59
Radio interview - Astonishing house - Powders - Tali, Sigal and Meital - “Would 
you like to fuck me up the ass?” - Goose liver in onion sauce -  “I just fucked 
Winona Ryder” - The keeper of the Holy Library.
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“In another corner of the room there’s a huge bar boasting 
every possible drink, resting all along the bar counter are little 
white bowls on which are written “marijuana”, “hash”, “ec-
stasy”, “LSD”, “acid”, “GHB”, “DMX”, “MDMA”, “hero-
in”, “cocaine” and an assortment of magic mushrooms.”
“I have a confession to make” that’s what I told my parents on the 
phone when I told them about the news article. They had just received 
a phone call from a radio show on 103 FM and didn’t understand why 
they were calling and asking about me. I summarized what was writ-
ten for them, and asked them not to read the paper. After an hour they 
called and said they’d read the piece and thought it was chutzpa what 
was written there. Now I have another confession - I almost never re-
ally imagined Moshe Klinberg as Bruce Willis, I only did in some re-
ally passive parts, when he wasn’t dominant at all - when he smoked 
a cigarette or when he asked trivial questions or when he slept at that 
motel. At all other times I imagined a thin guy with black hair who 
looks like Heinrich Heine. But in his great magical moments he looks 
like Bruce Willis in “Die Hard” - a tough and warm look, a husky voice 
and two thin wrinkles, compassionate, around the mouth.
Immediately following Klinberg’s agreement to the deal, he is handed 
the keys to an astonishing house in LA and three cool cars that look 
like colorful spacecrafts. In the house there are five huge rooms, one 
of which is a white bedroom with a gigantic white bed and a gigantic 
window that both overlooks an infinite garden and throws in a warm 
and delicate light onto the bed every morning. Another room, a cen-
tral one, is used as a guest room with minimalist furniture and a big 
flat screen TV, and a silver stereo system with four speakers attached 
to the upper corners of the room. In the third room there’s a Jacuzzi 
with plants around it, a pool, a gym and a sauna. Once I was with my 
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family when we visited the wife of my uncle who died from cancer. She 
lived in an amazing apartment building with all of these things - sauna, 
Jacuzzi, gym and pool. I stopped smoking and exercised almost every 
day - I dedicated myself to that apparatus - I think I even started learn-
ing tennis.
The fourth room is a huge hall that was probably planned to be used 
for large parties, and it is similar in it’s size to the parking lot under the 
Diezengoff center.
The fifth and last room is a study containing a large library of books on 
history and current affairs, a large wooden desk with a few cushioned 
chairs around it, a red carpet, a big night lamp, a computer, a video 
camera, a few regular Pentax cameras, a cassette cabinet and a refriger-
ator for all sorts of film. During his first days in the house Klinberg just 
bought things - food, chefs, cleaning ladies and gym trainers. He com-
piled some pretty nice staff who took care of the house in his absence as 
well. After that the days and the nights turned into a turmoil of riots and 
promiscuity to levels that even Hugh Heffner, Larry Flint and the Mar-
quis de Sade did not reach. I will tell you approximately what happened 
in every room, how long he stayed everywhere, what he did, and how 
he got more or less everything. In the bedroom Mr.Klinberg spends 
around ten hours a day. During eight of them he sleeps, in no specific 
order - sometimes four hours at noon and another two in the evening 
and two more in the morning, and sometimes he sleeps for eight hours 
straight from morning to evening. When he gets up he stretches and 
while his eyelids still cover his eyes he thinks of how he would like 
to wake up. At times he feels like using his morning erection, and to 
wake up drowsed between some girl’s legs, so he rings a tiny silver bell 
hanging over the bed, and three of his favorite girls - all black haired 
and brown eyed - stand in front of him in a row and he picks one of 
them who hastens to climb into his bed, to get warm under the blanket, 
to hug him and to kiss him.
The girls’ names are - Tali, Meital and Sigal. Tali is a tall fitness trainer, 
solemn, impressive and has a wolf tattooed on her arm, she always 
wears black, radiating a feeling of dark power - he met her in a gym 
where she taught a class of old women, and asked her to join him in 
his house for a life of limitless debauchery. “It could be an interesting 
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experience” she said, helped him pick out a few training machines, and 
got into the car with him. Meital, short and stout - a jazz singer and a 
musical prodigy, 22 years of age, had also agreed to come and serve him 
every morning, after he saw her staggering with a giant contrabass case 
on her back. He offered her a ride and without saying a word they drove 
to his house together. Sigal was a 15-year-old punk who roamed the 
streets with a pack of Noblesse cigarettes, heavy make up and a small 
knife. He offered for her to wash herself clean in his house. After the 
shower her Mohican hair-do was wet and broken down and she looked 
like an alley cat who walked into a puddle in the middle of winter. She 
stayed when he told her that there was no better place to be than at his 
house. I also think so, there is no better place to pass your adolescence 
than in a house where everything is allowed, where every minute you 
can test limits and get to know yourself. I knew a girl like that called 
Nehama whose mom went crazy and whose dad died, and she lived all 
by herself in the house opposite mine. I lived in her house almost all of 
my junior-high years and we enjoyed thinking it was a house only for 
kids - without adults - we allowed ourselves to do everything, until she 
was moved to a boarding school.
When Moshe Klinberg wakes up he asks himself how he would like to 
wake up. In any case he wants to wake up in a good mood, that’s why 
on the right bedside table there’s a rectangular mirror and by it stand 
two black bowls with Chinese decorations and powders in them. One 
contains a yellowish-white powder and the other contains a whitish-
gray powder. One powder is heroin, which he takes every time he isn’t 
sure whether he wants to go on sleeping or to wake up in a good and 
pleasant mood. He prepares two long and narrow lines on the mirror, 
sniffs the heroin into each of his nostrils, and brushes his teeth using 
his finger with the remains. He stays lying in bed, stops moving and 
dives inwards, hundreds of short thoughts pass in his mind, are cut 
short and replaced by others, he rings the tiny silver bell and picks Sigal 
or Meital. They enter the room, prepare two long and narrow lines on 
the mirror, snort the heroin into each of their nostrils, and brush their 
teeth using his finger with the remains.  Afterwards they lie on his belly 
and mumble, “Gooooooood… goooood” and he sails in his thoughts 
with the elongated words, hugging and caressing their hair. The other 
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powder is cocaine, which he takes every time he feels like waking up 
sharp and alert, then he prepares two long and narrow lines on the mir-
ror, snorts the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushes his teeth 
using his finger with the remains. He kicks the blanket with one foot, 
rings the tiny silver bell over the bed and picks Tali. She enters the 
room, prepares two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorts the co-
caine into each of her nostrils, and brushes her teeth using his finger 
with the remains. Then they say, “Hi-tech, we are living in a Hi-tech 
world” and fuck for a very long time, until the sex floods their brains 
and they feel like they were born again.
The big guest room serves all the residents of the house - the TV is 
always turned on, and that’s where Mr.Klinberg eats his breakfast or 
lunch. He never prepares his meals, he has a cook, and cooking assis-
tants who prepare anything he wishes for. The kitchen has a few types 
of cereals and Elite coffee, but they are left on the shelves to gather dust 
because he never asks for them. They are also never really covered with 
dust because the maid comes every other day, and cleans the dust from 
the boxes with a cloth. You can never know what Klinberg intends to 
eat. Everyday he chooses something else, so the cooks gamble on his 
daily request. Sometimes he briefly says, “I want sushi”, and than he 
starts elaborating - this and that sashimi, nigiri with this and with that, 
and a glass of whisky, or wine, or Jaegermeister or just a glass of water. 
Mr.Klinberg doesn’t like sake, although the bar has it. He can ask for 
spaghetti bolognese all of a sudden, or duck leg in orange sauce. Some-
times when he doesn’t know what he wants he calls one of the chefs 
and tells him, “I want something that’s like mashed potatoes, but with-
out potatoes and lamb that’s cut like goulash but will taste like green 
grapes” or, “I want something sweet with whipped cream and chocolate 
and little cookies that would remind me of juicy turkey”. After they 
serve him his food Mr. Klinberg eats his meal quickly, stops in the 
middle, takes out a cigarette, licks it length wise, puts the filter in his 
mouth, straightens it with his fingers, lights it and sinks into thoughts. 
Then he calls little Sigal and asks her if she wants to eat, she almost 
always answer that she’s eaten already, so he takes off his training pants 
and asks her if she wants to sit on his dick, she almost always answers 
that she does and he goes on eating the sushi or any other thing (it usu-
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-ally happens with sushi), while his behind as well as Sigal’s moves up 
and down and his dick gets wet and turns into something red.
Sometimes when he feels he’s going to come he calls the cook and 
asks him to fix him a special order salmon sashimi. The cook runs to 
the kitchen, in order to make it in time, pulls a live salmon from the big 
kitchen aquarium, inserts a thin iron stick into the fish, peels its skin, 
puts it on two rods that have split ends, runs back to the guest room, 
puts it on the table and stands next to it. The fish is still alive and sees 
how orange chunks of flesh are peeled off him, opening and closing his 
mouth, with his black eyes open wide to the sides. After eating a little, 
Mr.Klinberg puts a smoking cigarette in the fish’s mouth, and every-
body laughs at the sight of it. “Would you like to fuck me up the ass?” 
Mr.Klinberg politely asks the cook who almost always says, “Yes”, 
pulls his pants down and bends over Mr.Klinberg who bends over Sigal 
who looks at the two men and laughs. After a few movements, all three 
move in perfect co-ordination - forward, backwards, and a big circle - 
send their hands towards the fish, pull out another chunk of orange flesh 
and put it in their mouths. When Mr.Klinberg feels the sperm about to 
burst into little Sigal, he always puts another piece of salmon dipped in 
soy sauce into his mouth, moves his crotch quickly together with the 
cook - who also has a piece of salmon in his mouth - groans deeply, let’s 
the piece of flesh tremble in his mouth as if it’s a little live fish, ejacu-
lates his semen inside Sigal, feels the cook’s semen fill his behind and 
quickly swallows the fish. Then they all lie on one another and rotate 
their last circles, like a spinning top gone out of momentum.
In the guest room all the residents sit and watch TV, there are plenty 
of drugs, but in the tranquil days everyone enjoys warming up a little 
hash and smoking it calmly. They can remain in this state for a whole 
day without moving. Even though everyone has his own favorite TV 
shows and movies, the hash - and sometimes the heroin - makes them 
watch everything. They can see lame comedies, documentaries about 
catapult building, tacky American dramas, talk-shows with uninterest-
ing people and sometimes they find themselves watching a blank TV 
screen, for hours.
The sauna and Jacuzzi room is almost always used, but hardly ever by 
Mr.Klinberg. The cooks like to hold orgies with the cleaning ladies and 
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Mr.Klinberg. The cooks like to hold orgies with the cleaning ladies and 
the fitness trainers in there during their after lunch rest. Their main hob-
by is to hold multiple participant orgies in the sauna, where they move 
themselves ecstatically into one another and another and another and 
another and another in a way that reminds you of Greek Dionysian cer-
emonies, until they lose their consciousness and wake up a few hours 
later looking like a pile of urchins and snails whose pores are open so 
wide you feel like you could push your little finger inside them and 
twist it. Mr.Klinberg himself hardly ever joins these orgies, he usually 
likes to sit and watch them, gently massaging the tip of his penis. He 
doesn’t go into the Jacuzzi very often either, but when he does, he goes 
in accompanied by Meital and together they dive into the water and 
pretend to fight the currents. Mr.Klinberg likes to pee in the Jacuzzi, 
thus producing his own current. Meital had also started peeing in the 
Jacuzzi, trying to fight Mr.Klinberg’s current, after this she’d ask him to 
pee in her mouth, Mr.Klinberg got out of the Jacuzzi, stood over her like 
a stone statue in some gaudy hotel and aimed his pee into her mouth. 
She’d spit it out and say it tasted sour and burnt, but then she added that 
is seems very healthy to drink urine at least once a day. I once heard 
someone say that and decided to try it, but just when I was about to 
drink it I felt the vapors and decided the urine should be in the fridge for 
a few hours before. Afterwards I forgot all about it and spilt the cup’s 
content into the sink. Today Mr.Klinberg and Meital know how to drink 
urine that is composed of three shots of whisky, bull’s testicles, lamb’s 
brain, a special salmon sashimi and one hour’s digestion.
The fourth and the biggest room are used mainly during the evening 
time. Then the cooks prepare all imaginable dishes - goose liver in on-
ion sauce with beef fillet medallions in orange sauce, stir fried Chinese 
rice noodles in sweet and sour sauce with ginger and spearmint, chicken 
pieces cooked in soil and marinated cream and peppermint, 500 gram 
entrecote steaks made in any desirable way, and even weird things like 
dog in hot Thai sauce, frog legs with barbecue sauce, creamy turtle soup 
with grated parmesan cheese on top, and down to the simplest dishes 
like steamed peas with butter and salt, beans, stuffed mushrooms, corn 
on the cob, all sorts of falafels, and lettuce salad with roquet and olive 
oil. In another corner of the room there’s a huge bar boasting every 
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oil. In another corner of the room there’s a huge bar boasting every 
possible drink, resting all along the bar counter are little white bowls 
on which are written “marijuana”, “hash”, “ecstasy”, “LSD”, “acid”, 
“GHB”, “DMX”, “MDMA”, “heroin”, “cocaine” and an assortment 
of magic mushrooms. In other parts of the room some beds are scat-
tered, each fitting more than four persons and covered with scarlet satin 
sheets. Colorful disco lights, purple, green and yellow alternate and 
flood the room in different areas, and little candles in little glass plates 
spread their weak light and create a pleasant atmosphere like a crim-
son, orange and yellow sunset by the beach on a Saturday near the 
dolphinarium. I went there at that particular time twice, they regularly 
hold happenings for South Americans over there. There are stalls that 
sell giant steaks with exotic drinks made of pineapple, litchi, and other 
tropical fruit with ice and dulce de leche. You should come. It’s really 
fun over there, because everyone speaks Spanish and you feel like a 
tourist who hasn’t paid airfare.
At night the driveway to Mr.Klinberg’s house is lit with large candles in 
brown paper bags and hundreds of cars of all the most powerful people 
in showbiz and communication drive their cars down the glowing drive-
way. The house is packed with the biggest names in Hollywood - Tom 
Cruise and Nicole Kidman who immediately use one of the beds, mak-
ing love slowly, smoking hash and drinking Jack Daniel’s. Jack Nich-
olson arrives with some young production assistant, takes his pants off 
and screams he’s gonna fuck every vacant ass in town! Young athletes, 
and sexy models dance or take off their clothes immediately and fuck in 
groups of more than twenty people at a time. The cleaning ladies locate 
the semen and wipe it with a cloth straight away. The clothes that are 
so quickly thrown off are hung on hangers along one of the walls, the 
names of the participants are written above the hangers. 
Half empty glasses are randomly spread around the bed area and co-
caine powder is sprinkled like dust on the floor and hangs under the 
participants’ noses like a Hitlerian mustache.
The nights in Mr.Klinberg’s house resemble the orgies in Kubric’s 
“Eyes Wide Shut”, only without the masks. Seen from the side these 
nights seem like celebrations in hell and the corruption is so great that 
the soul is tarnished from merely imagining what goes on in there.
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The intoxication is so intense it takes the participants, who go back 
to their daily routines, quite sometime before they can hear properly 
or smell anything other than a warm body or frozen cocaine in their 
nostrils. The sights seem boring and senseless and their sense of touch 
becomes crude and rough, so instead of shaking a hand they have to 
slap it, they don’t feel a caress or gentler touches. The sense of taste 
is totally lost and even the appetite vanishes. All foods - even at the 
most expensive restaurants - become dull. The guests’ bodies and souls 
fall in love with the nights and the movements in Mr.Klinberg’s house 
and can’t think again of flesh and blood loves, like their wives or their 
husbands. At first Mr Klinberg was an enthusiastic participant in these 
mass orgies, the hard drugs and the amazing food. At first he would 
jump into each of the giant beds and would come out smiling, saying, “I 
just fucked Winona Ryder” or, “Ted Turner sucked my dick”. But with 
time his taste became more exclusive, he was bored with young wom-
en, said there holes were too convenient - “I cant tell whether my dick 
is in or out anymore, it’s like eating peas all your life, there no reason to 
do it” - and he started exploring buttholes. At last he focused on young 
male athletes and boys under eighteen years. He would approach them 
smiling, introduce himself and ask them whether they would like to 
have anal sex with him. They almost always said, “Yes” and he would 
put some poppers under their noses, and while they felt their brain cells 
fry, and their smiles stretching widely and uncontrollably over their 
faces, and their bodies loosen and relax, Mr.Klinberg would unzip his 
pants and insert his dick easily into their behind. The boys would lie on 
their stomachs all along the bed and Mr.Klinberg would lie on top of 
them, moving his organ with wide circular movements and widening 
his partner’s butthole. He did not only penetrate, but also loved open-
ing his own butthole and hosting big organs in it. At some stage the 
guests would jokingly call Mr.Klinberg’s party room, “The big room” 
and his butthole, “The little room”. His attitude towards drugs has also 
changed since the beginning of this golden age, at first he would take 
a few drugs and mix them until he could not function, and all that he 
saw was long white stripes on a black background, he would call them, 
“Fluorescents”. After that he was excited about the influence of LSD 
and would take a large amount of drops, trying, as he said, to enter his 
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own sub-conscious. Until one day after drinking 20 mg of pure LSD he 
started screaming that he heard the thoughts of everyone around him 
and that he saw the real faces of his guests. After two days, once the 
influence had passed, he realized he had been alone all that time, sur-
rounded by the four white walls of his bathroom.
Mr. Klinberg didn’t know what to do with the study room, he had no 
assignment to perform and actually since receiving the keys and his 
bank account number he hadn’t heard a word from his employer and 
saviour - Trevor Gallosy.
Sometimes when he was bored and had nothing to do, he would go in 
the study, dragging his feet on the red carpet, open and close the large 
wooden closets, read some books and put them away after a minute or 
two with a weary snort. But he did find a use for the video cameras. 
At first he would only document his sexual intercourse with his three 
girlfriends and the beautiful male athletes who at some stage turned 
into young children, who came escorted by their greedy parents. He 
did not promise any money to the parents, but invited them to Hol-
lywood’s most outrageous parties, and he also made the children much 
more relaxed, with big buttholes which breathed freely like an opera 
singer’s wide open lipstick covered lips. After a while he was sick of 
documenting and turned to fiction - Tali would dress up as “Keeper of 
the Holy Library”, she would wear black clothes and hold a big black 
club in her hand. Mr.Klinberg dressed up as a mean spy who sends little 
kids into the library to steal valuables, like cushioned chairs or desk 
lamps. Then Tali would catch the kids and punish them - she would lie 
them down on the desk in the library and then she would try to push the 
black club all the way into the children, through their rectum. The kids’ 
eyes would glaze and they would mumble, “Uncle poppers… Uncle 
Poppers…” then Mr.Klinberg would arrive and ask Tali in a theatri-
cal voice – Ha Ha Ha – “What’s up with the little scoundrel?” and she 
would say seriously, “The little scoundrel tried to break into the Holy 
Library!” Then Mr.Klinberg would approach the child, give him a little 
bottle of poppers and whisper loudly, “Don’t worry I will avenge her” 
- he would then stand behind Tali, take off his pants, pull out his dick 
and tell the camera, “I will avenge her, I will put it in dry”, let his dick 
graze her rectum a little and then push it in her behind forcefully, while 
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she screams from the pain and pushes the black club deeper into the 
behind of the kiddy who is strewn on the desk, taking in deep breaths 
of poppers and smiling like a satisfied cat.
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Chapter VI
71
Bruce Willis - “Don’t move!”- ‘Seven Bang’ - The old man is dead - Scared 
guard - “Give me the goddamn key” - The police - “That was wonderful.”
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 “He approached the hostages and waved his gun at them, “Did 
you hear? We’re gonna play a little before we get out of here”, 
and for a second everybody thought, including the robbers - 
‘maybe this is the only way to get out of here’.”
It’s not fair that you haven’t started reading the story yet, even my flat-
mate read it and Hillel read half a chapter, and only you haven’t looked 
at it. It sucks. I also found out when writing the last chapter that there’s 
a movie running now, that slightly resembles this story. At first that 
stressed me, but now - much less so. I think the story drifted away from 
the movie - in which, by a funny coincidence, Bruce Willis plays a lead 
roll - not conceptually but in terms of the plot. I also watched Pasolini’s 
first movie “Accattone” and it ends just about the way I wanted to end 
my story, but this encourages me, because Pasolini made the movie and 
Pasolini is good.
Three hyperactive boys dressed in loose colorful clothes with gold 
necklaces on their necks, march quickly in the Leumi Bank branch on 
Alenbi Street - near Tamarz nightclub. They wait in line like everyone 
else, shake their hands nervously, and move their fingers like piano 
players. When it’s their turn they stand in front of a skinny cashier - 
who looks like the one who worked in the pharmacy in Ariel, a girl with 
black hair and a pale face like her body - then take heavy black guns 
out of their pockets, wave them around and the leader - black hair, cute 
face - says, “Give us the money, now…bitch!” The cashier looks at him 
with endless hate and says, “Wait a second” and rises from her chair, he 
screams, “Don’t get up!”, but she has already walked towards the other 
cashier and then his friend - blond, tall, with braces on his teeth - aims 
his gun at her and shoots her head. The entire white wall behind the 
cashiers is sprayed with blood and brain, and the woman falls down 
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on the floor, her skull empty and broken in pieces and looking like a 
broken water pitcher. A big panic breaks out, people are screaming and 
the entire line behind them moves toward the exit, pushing and shov-
ing, swearing horrible words of fear and terror. Then the black haired 
leader pulls up his gun into the air and screams, “Don’t move!” but no-
body listens and a young woman wearing a two-piece beige suit man-
ages to open the bank doors. Then a shot is fired from the leader’s gun 
and the woman collapses with her head landing outside of the bank, and 
her body inside - from the breast to the feet. “Anybody moves, I shoot!” 
the leader screams and the customers stand silently not knowing what 
to do. They want a riot to start again so they can try to run or dodge the 
bullets, but no one has the courage to move. The leader signals the other 
friend (the third) - a pale, thin haired, toothless guy from Accattone - to 
move the body, “And take her head inside from the fuckin’ street”. The 
thin guy tries to carry her but she’s too heavy for him, he tries again to 
pick up one hand and her head bends down like an Olympic gymnast’s 
colored ball. “Need any help?” the impotent man hears a masculine 
husky voice behind him, he lifts his head up surprised (you hear the 
Superman theme in the background) and see Bruce Willis smiling frig-
idly, though affectionately. The guy doesn’t know what to say and looks 
at the leader who looks at Bruce Willis who looks at the pale guy with 
narrowed and sympathetic eyes. Klinberg helps the young guy lift the 
body and when the camera gets closer we can detect a silver pen peek-
ing out of his pocket, when the camera gets a little closer still we see a 
sophisticated camera lens which records and transmits everything to his 
study or directly to Trevor Gallosy’s news room. The young robbers ar-
range all the customers in a line, on the right hand side the bank work-
ers stand in order from tall to short, and next to them in the same order, 
the bank customers - a lonely old man who breathes loudly through his 
nose and sounds like he despises everything that was born after him, a 
boutique owner - wearing a leather jacket and shorts, and a straight face 
with a flat nose in it’s center, a young woman wearing a big gray coat 
and green wrinkled pants that were never washed with an orange stripe 
along the side, and another manager of some security company whose 
cellular phone doesn’t stop ringing, but who doesn’t have the guts to 
answer. At the end of the line was placed Bruce Willis. police a number 
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The robbers gave the police a number of terms: three Big Mama pizzas, 
a helicopter, a big car, and an escape route. They didn’t stop negotiat-
ing and the leader - Guy - seemed very tense, he walked around restless 
between the bank benches, ripped, pressed and crushed little leaves, 
green ones, from the nearby plants. 
The police could not fulfill the robbers’ ultimatum, and the robbers be-
came even more stressed. They whispered secretly in the bank’s corner. 
Then Guy went to the telephone and called the police headquarters - 
which was currently located in a big truck with lots of communication 
and recording devices - he told them in a cold and cruel voice, “We are 
going to play ‘Seven Bang’
with the hostages, for as long as you don’t fill our terms, we’re going to 
kill the hostages slowly”, the cop on the other side of the line - Kevin 
Spacy - asked, “What do you mean?”, but Guy - the leader - had already 
hung up. He approached the hostages and waved his gun at them, “Did 
you hear? We’re gonna play a little before we get out of here”, and for 
a second everybody thought, including the robbers - ‘maybe this is the 
only way to get out of here’. Just so it’s easier to understand the way 
things happened from here on, I have to tell you that there were five 
bank workers - not including the one whose brain was blown off. The 
left most was the bank manager, second was an old authoritative clerk 
who managed special accounts for extremely rich customers, the third 
usually sat at the credit card section, the fourth - a checking account 
teller, and the fifth was a fat guard who constantly stroked his own 
hands. The tall guy with the braces who shot the clerk started counting. 
I have an idea I’ll make a diagram that will describe where everyone 
stood and it will make it easier for you to understand what goes on.
But before that - the game begins - the blond guy with the braces 
starts counting from the manager - one, two, three - on the credit card 
clerk…
Manager   Special accounts   Credit cards  Checking account  Guard  Old man 
     1                        2                        3                        4                   5            6       
Clothes store owner      Me         Security company manager         Bruce Willis 
              7                   Bang!!!                      
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Well, I didn’t expect to die first. Unbelievable, I just walked into the 
bank, and already I’m standing with my back to the wall with a gun 
pointed at my head. Braces waves his gun at the clothes shop owner 
who almost pees his pants, shuts his eyes and sweats from fear. Then 
he points his gun at me, smiles wickedly and cruelly and gently says - 
as if blowing a soap bubble out of his mouth - “Bang”. Points his gun, 
steadies it in front of me, and shoots. I’m dead. Guy laughs like crazy 
behind him, picks up the phone and dials the police number and says, 
“We killed one. I think in another seven seconds you’ll hear another 
‘bang’” and hangs up. Teams of the special anti-terrorist unit surround 
the building and slide down ropes from the roof, the soldiers are prepar-
ing themselves for the break-in. 
And inside the game continues, this time the one from Accattone who 
looks like an Italian bum waves his gun and starts counting.
Manager      Special accounts     Credit cards       Checking account       Guard  
     3                     4                             5                            6                         7                 
Old man      Clothes store owner    Security company manager     Bruce Willis 
 Bang!!!                                                         1                   2
“It’s a question that’s always troubled me” Accattone’s friend says 
pointing at the old man who instead of getting frightened grows more 
nervous. “What’s worse? To kill an old man or a young boy? On the 
one hand the boy has so many more days to live” Accattone says and 
lets the trigger roll around his finger like a heavy ring, “On the other 
hand he hasn’t experienced anything yet, so his life doesn’t have real 
value”. The old man suddenly apprehended that it was him they were 
talking about all this time, and that it’s him that they want to kill, he 
moved nervously and his hands trembled repulsively with inconfidence. 
“Same goes for the old man” Accattone continued, “On the one hand he 
should have already died, we’re not really stopping him in the middle 
of something, on the other hand, it’s such a pity about all the memories, 
experiences - a whole life that the man carries with him”. Accattone 
started playing with the gun along the body of the old man, who started 
squeaking and breathing little breaths like Dr.B on Sony Playstation. 
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Playstation. “The biggest pity is seeing an important man who can still 
contribute and do things, get shot in the back in a crowd, it’s a terrible 
waste of life”, then the other robber thought for a second, scratched his 
head with the gun’s barrel and said in a contemplative voice, “On the 
other hand I don’t think this man had such an interesting life”, aimed 
his gun, and quickly shot three bullets into the stomach of the old man, 
who started moving his hands like a cockroach, or some hysterical ani-
mal, mumbling things in Persian. “I have an idea” Guy says suddenly, 
he calls the police and tells Kevin Spacey, “Come hear how fun it is to 
play” and puts the handset on the desk so he can hear what’s going on 
in the bank. He approaches the group - two of which are dead - who are 
looking like bowling pins after a ball just missed them, and shouts, “I 
am starting to count – one disgusting man, two sickening man…
Manager          Special accounts            Credit cards              Checking account   
   4                              5                                     6                                  7             
Guard        Clothes store owner      Security company manager     Bruce Willis 
 Bang!!!              1                            2                     3
“I guess we’re gonna have to kill the guard” Guy screams into the air 
and waves his gun like a crazy pirate, “I am pointing at the guard’s 
head” he says and moves the barrel of the gun up and down the guard’s 
body, “Because I wouldn’t want to cause him extra pain”, then a big 
stain starts growing on the guard’s crotch, dripping from the edges of 
his pants, the guard who doesn’t stop caressing himself looks at the 
stain and cries with shame. Tough Guy also notices it, “Hey” he says, 
“What kind of guards do you employ here? He’s soiling the floor with 
his piss”, then he looks down, as if he came to some crucial decision, 
breathes heavily and says, “He should be put out of his misery” and 
shoots the guard. He hits his knee and the guard screams once with a 
high pitched voice and then holds his knee, feels the blood and cries 
from pain. “Oops, I missed, I’ll try again” Guy screams into the air and 
shoots the guard’s other knee. The fat guard falls on the floor with his 
knees crushed and his blood gushing out. Guy looks at him with inter-
est as if he was Shishlik or steak waiting to be flipped on the grill. After 
that he looks at the rest of the hostages, turns to his friend and asks, 
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“What should I do with him now? Kill him?” the friends laugh. The 
hostages in the bank can see that the guard is still alive and conscious. 
“Should I kill him?” Guy asks again, looking at the bank workers this 
time. The checking account teller trembles with tears and nods her head 
affirmatively. “So I should kill him?!” Guy asks amazed as if it was the 
most ridiculous deed on Earth. The girl hesitates for a second, but when 
she sees the guard dying, miserable on the floor she nods her head af-
firmatively again. Guy moans and nods his head with frustration and 
disappointment, “…Murderess…” he mumbles and shoots the guard 
three times in the back. The guard quivers like a cockroach that’s been 
stepped on - moving his antennas slowly. Kevin Spacey who hears all 
of this is totally shocked. He radios all the surrounding units to get 
ready for the break-in and officers in black hasten to wear their shielded 
vests and load their guns.
Before Guy goes on with the game a thought comes to his mind - they 
should be ready to escape at any minute, the building might already 
be surrounded by cops. So before continuing the game he approaches 
the bank manager and asks where the bank’s money is.  The manager, 
trembling, says it’s all in the back safe. Guy walks in the safe’s di-
rection asks shouting what’s the safe’s code. The manager hesitates a 
little and Guy stops, nervous, and asks again what the code is, so the 
manager screams the numbers while Guy turns the lock according to 
the directions.
But then, as he opens the door he finds another door with a simple little 
lock that needs to be opened with a key. He screams, “I need a key” and 
the blond dude with the braces, turns to the manager and asks, “Do you 
have the key?” and the manager shakes or nods his head affirmatively. 
So give me the key says Braces whose real name is Julio. The manager 
hesitates, “Give me the goddamn key” Julio shouts at him and sends his 
hand forward. The manager sends a trembling hand into his pocket and 
takes out the keys. He still doesn’t know what to do with them as Julio 
grabs the keys, calls Guy who appears suddenly from the safe area and 
throws the keys in his direction. Guy catches the keys, smiles and asks, 
“Why did you stop playing?”
Julio smiles back at him and goes back to the game - “Where do we 
start?” He looks at the guard’s body and begins counting.
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Manager          Special accounts            Credit cards             Checking account     
   4                              5                                     6                                  7             
Clothes store owner             Security company manager               Bruce Willis 
    1 & Bang!!!                  2                     3
It was the clothes shop owner’s turn. He swallows his spit and decides 
to shut his eyes so he doesn’t get really scared. Suddenly a noise is 
heard and Julio instinctively grabs the store owner  - Zion - by his leath-
er jacket, pulls him close to himself and shouts towards the safe - “Guy 
what’s going on?” Guy who collects the money and wants to get out of 
the safe all of a sudden sees police units break in through all the win-
dows using long ropes that hang from the roof, and the officers jump 
out of all sorts of places, armed like human tanks. A gunfight breaks out 
between Accattone, Julio and the policemen in black. In the meanwhile, 
Guy tries to break through with his gun until he reaches the center of 
the hall. Bruce Willis ducks quickly and hides from the gunshots, and 
closes his eyes with terrible confusion. We dimly hear the gunshots and 
see the bullets hit almost anyone around - the poor manager is shot in 
the shoulder, one cop is shot twice in the heart, a teller in a suit looks at 
us sadly, collapses and bleeds on the floor, another cop is blown away 
looking at us shocked.
You can see how one of the bullets hits Accattone - we dimly hear the 
gunshots and notice the shock filling the robber and his chest getting 
soaked with blood. He looks at it bewildered, opens his mouth like a 
grouper fish and looks with a lost gaze at the horizon.
Julio looks around and sees the cops surrounding him in a circle. He’s 
already used all the bullets in his gun and sees that he probably doesn’t 
have time to reload it. Then he remembers the clothes shop owner who 
is dragging after him helplessly, Julio clutches his neck and hides be-
hind his body. The cops take their guns down for a second and look at 
him helplessly, he uses the situation, loads his gun and shoots straight 
into the clothes shop owner’s head. At that very second fire comes out 
of the law enforcers’ guns, and not only does Zion’s head explode, his 
whole body turns into Swiss cheese or a big sponge, squirting blood. 
Guy looks with a desperate look, and his eyes resemble the skinned 
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salmon’s eyes that watched his live body get eaten. He shoots his re-
maining bullets at the cops, and lets his body surrender itself to the 
police bullets, exposed to the rhythm of the shots. After a few min-
utes when everyone looks around, screams and calls for an ambulance 
are heard everywhere, Bruce Willis lifts his head up and looks around, 
shocked. The security company manager, who stood by him, sits next to 
the wall with the look of a beheaded calf or cow, and his clothes soaked 
with blood. There are a few drops on Moshe’s clothes as well, but other 
than that he’s all in one piece. He takes the pen out of his pocket and 
looks at it with satisfaction - everything has been documented. Out-
side Trevor Gallosy is waiting with a cameraman and a boom operator. 
Trevor pats the exhausted Bruce Willis’ back, and asks him if he would 
like to report live from the scene. The cameraman steadies the camera 
on his shoulder, the boom man tunes the microphone, and Bruce Willis 
gives his first report from the field - he describes the events with detail, 
turns his head to the side when he reaches conclusions, and narrows his 
eyes when describing the cruel acts of the robbers. The camera stays a 
little longer on his face after he’s done reporting. Trevor Gallosy shouts, 
“Cut”, the cameraman takes down the camera and the boom man puts 
down the microphone.
“That was wonderful” Mr.Gallosy says and puts his arm on Mr.Klinberg’s 
shoulder.
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“They sat drowsy and caressed each other, “Gooooooood…… 
gooooooood” they said with their asses burning, spreading 
like wax on the elevator floor.” 
Yesterday at night when I came back from work, I had something to 
tell, not necessarily to you, but something that sounds good for the sto-
ry. I have a friend from Ariel, who annoys me lately. If I hadn’t known 
her from a very young age I don’t think we’d still be in touch. She has 
banal thoughts, and can’t see anything critically or even just - look at 
things from a different angle. Almost all she says doesn’t interest me. 
She still lives in Ariel and I visit her sometimes when I visit my parents 
and we play the Sony Playstation. When we were little we once talked 
about the poor English we spoke and how fun it is to know impressive 
English words, and then she told me that it always consoles her that she 
knows the meaning of the word ‘issue’, because it seems like a very 
impressive word to her. We were in the sixth grade then. But today also, 
when I meet her I feel so frustrated by her, because she is, pardon my 
French, stupid. I say a sentence in English with the word ‘issue’ in it, 
and watch her fill up with enthusiasm that after a second turns into a 
feeling of arrogant satisfaction. 
It was nice that you told me about the cigarette signs you noticed on 
the toilet paper holders in the bathrooms – it’s a sort of sensitivity to 
notice such things.
Hillel once told me, annoyed, that he’s tired of people pushing the word 
‘sort’ into every sentence. He studies at the Midrasha art school and verbal 
trends are very noticeable there. He said - “Why say a sort of surrealism in-
stead of surrealism? It’s because people are afraid to commit”, so I told him 
without noticing it, “Forget about it, it will pass - it’s a sort of fashion”.
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Mr.Klinberg lives a very satisfying life now. On the one hand he lives 
a life of debauchery, fulfilling every possible fantasy, and on the other 
hand he enjoys exciting work experiences only very extreme people 
or combat soldiers get even close to. Trevor Gallosy is pleased with 
Mr.Klinberg, because he does his job and gives him - gives Mr.Gallosy 
- a few days’ rest - he doesn’t have to run around in dangerous places 
and be a “slave to the camera” - like he used to tell himself. The crimi-
nals are also aware of Mr.Klinberg’s existence - anyone who wants to 
pull a terrorist act knows that if he wants it to work best he has to call 
him and invite him. Klinberg, who on the one hand has turned into an 
“eye” for the public at every place where no one gets out alive, has also 
turned into a “mouth” for all the criminals in the country. There isn’t a 
person who doesn’t love him. He’s like “Haim Yavin reporting from the 
field” - when I told that to Yaron, the one I think highly about, from the 
beginning, with whom I went to smoke weed – he burst out laughing, 
that’s why I am using this expression again. Klinberg becomes so con-
sensual that you can’t ridicule him or criticize him, since he constantly 
puts himself on the line. Like a Palestinian IDF soldier - no one holds 
anything against him. 
He’s so famous, some criminals postpone terrorist attacks and wait for 
him to come and then hug him cordially, ask for an autograph, and let 
him drink, eat and rest before the upheaval. When he’s on air, nobody 
misses him, because his reports are always fascinating, he always suc-
ceeds in bringing blood to the screen.
For example - when Hizballah planned to bomb the Israeli embassy in 
Buenos Aires - the terrorists got in the night before, dressed up as main-
tenance people in blue overalls. They told the receptionist they needed 
to check what was going on in the basement and to fix something in the 
downstairs parking lot. Then they attached explosives and dynamite 
sticks to big heavy pillars that hold up the building, and wrapped ev-
erything with a strong adhesive tape. They set the clocks on the bombs 
to nine a.m. and rushed out of the building. In the meanwhile another 
Hizballah man drew a nice invitation, decorated with arabesques and 
Muslim motifs and sent it, via express mail, to Mr.Klinberg’s house.
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The only thing he thought of was long indulgent rows of the letter aleph, 
they twisted and moaned and inhaled and exhaled, like colorful candy 
snakes wriggling through his brain - AAAAAAAAAAA  AAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAA                AAAAAAAAA              AAAAAAA            A
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA  - really. 
That was the only thing going through his head. After that Mr.Klinberg 
fell asleep on the sofa, Sigal and the cook hugging him like a sandwich, 
and he snored with his friends who together sounded like a train crash. 
When Mr.Klinberg woke up he found himself alone on the sofa, the 
dinner table clean and clear and on it a pile of mail parcels - letters, 
telephone bills, and invitations to terrorist attacks. He examined them 
carefully and sorted them according to each letter’s importance. He put 
the bills on his right side and didn’t open them, then he piled up all of 
the insignificant murder threat letters from people who didn’t seem se-
rious enough, and after that lay out three invitations from different bank 
robbers, on their left lay the Hizballah invitation with the arabesques 
and to it’s left - the extreme left, with the highest priority, lay a huge 
pile of fan mail. Moshe warmed up a little hash, leaned easefully on the 
dark leather pillows, and started opening each and every letter, reading 
with the utmost concentration. He sorted the letters into three groups - 
in one group were letters he decided not to reply to, a second group was 
prepared for Tali who would write thank-you letters in his name, and in 
the third pile lay the letters he decided to answer personally. Only after 
he finished reading, he opened the Hizballah organization’s invitation, 
read it thoroughly and quietly cursed. At the bottom of the page there 
was a telephone number for further details. He called the number and 
it was answered by a male Arabic speaker. When Klinberg introduced 
himself the man started screaming and repeating Mr.Klinberg’s name 
ecstatically. Moshe couldn’t care less, he said he wouldn’t make it, and 
agreed to be there at the same time tomorrow. 
The Hizballah people broke into the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires 
that night, disarmed the explosives, and reset the clocks.
Mr.Klinberg staggered slowly to the sauna holding in his hand a black 
bowl with Chinese decorations. When he entered his breath was taken 
for a moment because of the steam. The cooks, the boys, the starlets 
and three girlfriends were in a crazy orgy - the cook was butt fucking 
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Sigal who blew a twelve year old boy who licked the clit and swal-
lowed the pee of Meital who inserted her fingers into the lead singer 
from ‘Texas’ who kissed the fitness trainer who buttfucked Meital who 
kissed the cook who gave a hand job to a twelve year old boy who 
fist fucked the lead singer from ‘Texas’ who inserted two fingers into 
the butt of an eighteen year old boy who fucked Tali and rimmed the 
masturbating cook. Mr.Klinberg sat slowly on a marble step, next to 
the sauna walls, settled his breath and took out a square mirror from 
the Chinese bowl. He prepared two long and narrow lines on the mir-
ror, snorted the heroin into each of his nostrils, and brushed his teeth 
using his finger with the remains. The group orgy turned into a blank 
TV screen, Mr.Klinberg leaned backwards, strewn with pleasure, onto 
the wall. He called Tali to help him prepare for the trip to Buenos Aires, 
but before he could tell Tali a word, Tali put his dick into her mouth 
and sucked it. She moved her mouth, covered his penis with saliva 
and maintained a vacuum in her mouth. I can’t do that - maintain the 
vacuum. My concentration runs out, and I get stressed with the task at 
hand and my thoughts become hysterical like a man driving against 
traffic on the highway.
Mr.Klinberg’s eyes were shut, and he was happy he couldn’t come - be-
cause he didn’t want her to stop. He constantly told himself, “I’m lucky 
that I’m lucky, I’m lucky that I’m lucky…” 
After one hour he opened his eyes and sees Tali on the floor with her 
head resting on his legs and her eyes closed - she also took heroin. He 
is worried so he shakes her shoulder with his hand, “Tali we have to 
get going, we have to go to Buenos Aires”. Tali opened her eyes and 
rose up slowly. She said, “No problem”, turned to the side and threw 
up on the floor. Mr.Klinberg remembered that he too had to throw up, 
turned his head in the same direction and threw up. Both of them got up 
slowly, held each other’s hand and walked out of the sauna - they felt 
fragile  and delicate like two crystal wine glasses.
After two hours they were already seated in Mr.Klinberg’s private jet, 
facing one another on two comfortable leather couches with a cherry 
table between them, a big mirror was placed on top of it, and beside it 
was a black bowl with Chinese decorations. Mr.Klinberg prepared two 
long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of his 
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nostrils, and brushed his teeth using his finger with the remains. Then 
Tali prepared two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorted the co-
caine into each of her nostrils, and brushed her teeth using her finger 
with the remains. Because of the cocaine they became serious and prac-
tical, and started talking about politics, the communications world and 
changes he needed to make to the field reports.
I read that some private jets cost more than forty five million dollars. 
And there’s one Muslim prince who installed a fountain in the middle 
of his jet with pillows around it, but I find that inefficient, or not inter-
esting, so I didn’t put it into the story.
Mr.Klinberg arrived at the embassy at eight thirty accompanied by 
Tali. They walked with the vitality of army officers into the reception 
room and walked straight to the clerk, leaned on the counter and tapped 
their fingers on the wood like pianists practicing scales. The girl, called 
Meital, was wrapped up in important paperwork - Bruce Willis thought 
it was the right time to take the cover off the lens of his pen-cam, and 
pressed record.
The clerk finally picked her head up. When she saw Bruce Willis she 
panicked and screamed with excitement like a moronic teenager. It’s 
like watching TV up close - from point zero - that’s how she felt. In 
front of her she saw a man who was like the sun. On the one hand he 
shows up every day and on the other he is thousands of light years away 
from her, or a few kilometers. After Bruce Willis signed autographs for 
her and her whole family, she watched him fascinated and examined his 
face from up close - not believing that he really has pores and wrinkles, 
and dry skin and freckles and thin hair. “So, what are you doing here?” 
she asked and before he even said anything she answered herself. A 
terrible fear covered her face, like the shadow a passing cloud casts, it 
became somber and serious. Bruce Willis continued looking at her and 
didn’t say anything when he saw her face turn sad and desolate - her 
facial features turned negligible, the lips lost their importance, and in-
stead of eyes, the shadows of the eye sockets stood out, instead of hair 
the skull structure was clearly visible, and instead of cheeks the bones 
became dominant. Bruce Willis took a cigarette out, held the filter in his 
hand, slides his tongue quickly along the cigarette, puts it in his mouth, 
pulls his fingers around it to straighten it and lights it. Then he pointed 
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he pointed the camera at her and zoomed in - that’s what a man who 
discovers he’s going to die looks like. “When?” she asked, but Bruce 
Willis put his hand on her shoulder and the other hand on his heart and 
said that he really can’t tell her such things, it wouldn’t be ethical of 
him. The clerk immediately looked at the exit door and Bruce Willis 
said that there’s a world order that should not be disturbed and before 
she had time to think, asked her if she wants to be interviewed. She 
agreed and he started with questions about her job - like - how many 
people are there in the building right now? (a hundred and some) what 
was her job? (a receptionist) does she enjoy her job? (…it’s ok) etc. 
Then he asked her a few personal questions about her and about her 
family, and finally he asked her what time it was, said thanks and asked 
for permission to visit the upper floors where there were more people. 
Bruce Willis and Tali thanked her sincerely, held their hands together 
and ran like two lovers in a wheat field towards the elevators. The clerk 
watched them and didn’t move from her place.
The fact that the clerk did not move and run away to the exit isn’t that 
odd. My father once told me that there was a village in Mexico, sitting 
on a volcano, and that people who monitor volcanoes found out the 
volcano was about to erupt and destroy the entire village. They told 
the people of the village, but they didn’t want to move or leave their 
houses, although they were very scared. At last the volcano erupted 
and everyone died. So the clerk was just like that and the office chair 
was like home to her, she convinces herself that maybe it isn’t for real, 
and that nothing really is terrible. She sat and waited for the building 
to blow up.
Tali was not afraid of dying because she knew that with Bruce Wil-
lis nothing bad would happen to her, as long as she was really close 
to him. They went up the elevator giggling mischievously - they had 
fifteen minutes until the building blew up and Bruce Willis wanted to 
portray a few human profiles a minute before death. They randomly 
pressed one of the buttons, and Bruce took out from his right pocket 
a little round wooden black box and a square mirror. He prepared two 
long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of 
his nostrils, and brushed his teeth using his finger with the remains. 
Then he handed the box with the mirror over to Tali, but the elevator 
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door opened. Tali pressed the button and the elevator went down to the 
reception room again. Then she prepared two long and narrow lines on 
the mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of her nostrils, and brushed her 
teeth using his finger with the remains.  
When they reached the reception level, the door opened, and for a split 
second they saw the clerk looking forward with a serious look, and 
grasping the seat of her chair. They pressed the button again and went 
up, slapping their nostrils with their fingers and looking straight at the 
elevator doors.
Mr.Klinberg didn’t have a clue about the jobs of the clerks sitting on 
this floor. They sat in small rooms with gray wall-to-wall carpeting. 
They were busy with paperwork and all sorts of lively conversations. 
Bruce Willis stabilized his pen in his right shirt pocket and turned with 
his whole body towards the people, documenting their motion. Then 
he approached a tall girl with black hair and a pretty face and asked 
her, “How does she feel?” and she watched him as if he’d just landed 
from the moon and said, “Okay”  then she peeked at him again and 
screamed, “Moshe Klinberg - it’s Moshe Klinberg - I don’t believe it”, 
all the clerks stopped working and turned to look at the star. “What are 
you doing here?” the tall woman asked and stretched her mouth to form 
a big smile. Willis took out a cigarette, held the filter in his hand, slid 
his tongue quickly along the cigarette, put it in his mouth and pulled his 
fingers around it to straighten it. He was calculated - because after all 
he had a lighter in his pocket - exactly after he asked her, “Do you have 
a light?” an enormous explosion was heard that almost gave a heart 
attack to everyone around, the floor was shaking and people screamed 
with fear, got out of their chairs and ran panicked down the hallways in 
all directions. Only Bruce Willis, Tali and the tall woman did not move. 
The woman looked at him trembling as if she was going to loose her 
sanity in a second and her eyes turned black with twinkling highlights 
like a photo from outer space. “You knew this was going to happen” 
she told Bruce Willis but he didn’t move and didn’t answer, he wanted 
to document her last moments and let the pen-cam record it all. When 
the walls began collapsing and large parts of open air and landscape be-
came visible where there used to be walls, he told Tali, “Let’s scram”. 
They held hands and started running. The tall woman screamed, “I’m 
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coming with you, I’m coming with you” and ran quickly after the cou-
ple. Bruce Willis didn’t quite know where he was running, but he relied 
on his intuition. They ran toward the end of the corridor, in the middle 
a huge hole had gaped, dividing the building in two. It looked like the 
cross sections they make in educational books showing buildings from 
different historical periods, where you can see how they used differ-
ent rooms and what kinds of instruments they used to have back then. 
The three stopped for a second, and Bruce Willis said we have to jump 
to the lower level on the other side, he pointed to show what he was 
talking about, went back a little for momentum, held Tali’s hand and 
they both jumped to the lower story on the other side of the building. 
The tall woman repeated the same movements and jumped down. She 
continued chasing them like a bloodhound running for it’s life. The 
whole place blew up, went up in flames, the fire fed itself like some-
one who decides to be insulted and builds up his own anger, that is, 
he decides to get angry and inflates the meaning of the insulting act. 
So the whole building is burning and collapsing in different parts, and 
Bruce Willis notices the entrance to the employee elevator. “Let’s go in 
there” he said and pressed a button, to his surprise the elevator arrived 
in seconds and two heavy iron doors opened, he rushed in with Tali, a 
second before the floor they were waiting on totally collapsed. The tall 
woman saw the floor beneath her was about to collapse, saw the eleva-
tor doors closing and jumped towards it, her hands grabbed onto the 
elevator floor and her body hung out in the air like laundry on a line. 
The doors closed on her body and only her head and hands were inside. 
The elevator went down. Bruce Willis and Tali looked at her shocked, 
they didn’t budge. “Help me” she said, but they couldn’t think of any 
way to open the elevator doors. The button was stuck. And they did not 
know the woman so they didn’t know how to respond to her cries for 
help. When the elevator landed at the bottom the woman had already 
passed away, without the bottom half of her body, she was torn to bits 
by falling building parts. Bruce Willis couldn’t open the elevator doors 
and Tali sat on the floor trying to replay the order of events in her mind. 
Bruce Willis sat beside Tali and in the meantime he took out of his 
right pocket a little round, black, wooden box and a square mirror. He 
prepared two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorted the heroin 
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into each of his nostrils, and brushed his teeth using his finger with the 
remains. Then Tali prepared two long and narrow lines on the mirror, 
snorted the heroin into each of her nostrils, and brushed her teeth using 
his finger with the remains. The woman’s face looked like a stuffed 
animal hanging in a hunter’s home. Her eyes were big black round 
marbles, like cats with an eye infection, and her mouth was distorted 
and was reminiscent of a snail’s contours. Willis and Tali forgot about 
her already, the building blew up, they were saved, locked in the eleva-
tor and all they had to do was wait for someone to rescue them. They sat 
drowsy and caressed each other, “Gooooooood…… gooooooood” they 
said with their asses burning, spreading like wax on the elevator floor. 
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Bosnia - “No Keeper of the Holy Library...” - Trojan horse - My grandmother 
- Disfigured cadavers - Slavic folksongs - Stuffed girls - A black Chinese deco-
rated bowl - Dead Cindy Sherman figures - Sour milk.
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“When Mr.Klinberg opens the library door he sees Tali dressed 
in black holding a baseball bat in her hand.”
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I just got home. I haven’t written for two days and I have to finish this 
story, otherwise I will consider it a big failure. I am as tired as an alliga-
tor - I don’t want to sleep and I don’t want to write, I just want to go on 
dozing in front of the stove I took from my flat mate. Well, I will try to 
get back to business - the story itself.
One day Mr.Klinberg got up at twelve noon, yawning, stretching, 
throwing his arm towards the silver bell. He hasn’t yet decided which 
girl he wants, so he suspends the bell ring a little. Then one of the 
butlers arrives and says he has a telephone call. Mr.Klinberg asks from 
whom and the butler says, “Gallosy, Trevor Gallosy” the butler’s voice 
makes the name sounds like a cough transforming into a loogie. Then 
Mr.Klinberg asks again and the butler answers again. Mr.Klinberg asks 
to take the call and two speakers attached to the walls fill the room with 
Mr.Gallosy’s voice, saying, “Hello?”
This time Mr.Klinberg is sent to Bosnia, Mr.Gallosy thinks it’s a good 
idea to cover the war over there. Klinberg agrees, but as a reporter 
he asks his employer a little about the war. Mr.Gallosy doesn’t know 
much - he knows only three things (that Mr.Klinberg, like a high school 
student, hurries to write on his hand) - a. Bosnia is in east Europe b. ci-
vilians are killed over there c. many people are of an Albanian descent. 
He offers Mr.Klinberg to research the subject in his study - using the 
library and the broad band Internet connection that he has. Mr.Klinberg 
prepares two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorts the cocaine 
into each of his nostrils, and brushes his teeth using his finger with 
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the remains, he kicks the blanket and leaves the bed naked except for 
a night cap, heading for the library. He tells the butler (who is also the 
cook) to prepare the gear for the journey - drugs, a helicopter, a camera, 
videotapes and fresh food.
When Mr.Klinberg opens the library door he sees Tali dressed in black 
holding a baseball bat in her hand. Under her lies a little kid whining 
and whispering with tears, “No Keeper of the Holy Library… no Keep-
er of the Holy Library…”. Klinberg, sharp and alert, enters with wide 
steps and orders both of them to get out of the library fast, but the two 
react in a different way than he expects, Tali screams in a threatening 
voice, “Klinberg - the terrible spy, I’ve got you this time” and waves 
the bat in her hand, whereas the little boy claps his hands and screams 
childishly, “Uncle Poppers, Uncle Poppers”. A fight breaks out - Tali 
hits Klinberg with the bat, and the little boy grasps his leg like a mas-
turbating dog screaming with joy.
At some stage Klinberg grabs both of Tali’s hands and lays her on 
the table with her back towards him. The kid who was miraculous-
ly saved jumps up and down screaming, “Revenge…revenge”. Then 
Mr.Klinberg pulls off the Holy Library Keeper’s tight pants, stands on 
the tips of his toes and penetrates her from behind with all his might. 
He brutally pushes his cock in and pulls it out, and the girl’s rectum 
blushes from the friction and the rough rubbing, then he turns to the 
boy and tells him with a threatening voice, “You’ll be punished for this 
as well” grabs him with both hands and lays him on the desk. Tali goes 
to a remote part of the library, finds a black Chinese bowl, prepares two 
long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorts the heroin into each of her 
nostrils, and brushes her teeth using her finger with the remains. She 
goes back to the desk - the kid is lying on his stomach examining the 
red carpet beneath him - prepares a mountain of white powder weigh-
ing half a gram on her finger and puts it under the toddler’s nostril.
The kid looks at her with an inquiring look. “Uncle Poppers, what does 
Uncle Poppers do?” says Tali and the kid immediately snorts the heroin 
hill, shuts his eyes and feels his buttocks open powerfully like the heavy 
metal gate of a city. Between the gate’s doors a humungous wooden 
horse rolls in swiftly on tiny roller skates, entering without delay until 
it stands in the center of town, with the whole city moving below it,
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up and down like a pirate ship ride in an amusement park and he slides 
down in one direction and then slides down again in another direction. 
A mixture of short thoughts and dark waves washes his brain and he 
closes his eyes, joyfully following tiny snowflakes slowly falling and 
reflecting on the bottom of his pupils. He wonders whether he was poi-
soned, what the white spots mean, and feels sorry that he wasn’t born 
with white powder running in his veins, with the Trojan horse up his 
ass and the wooden table underneath him, trembling under the weight. 
When his eyes open, he sees the gigantic horse - looking like an idol 
ripped out of a pagan garden of giants - moving wildly as if possessed, 
while it’s contents are raging violently and stirring like hot popcorn 
in a rubber pot. Suddenly the horse explodes and bursts and soldiers 
stream out of it as if from an ants’ nest or a volcano, hundreds of them, 
dressed in light colored armor with big swords. They come out yelling 
loudly, holding their weapons in one hand, bloodthirsty and adrenalin 
saturated, their faces covered with colorful surfer make up under their 
eyes, and natural redness on their cheeks. They charge in all directions 
in an exact circle shaped dispersal expanding and growing distant from 
the horse whose stomach is ripped open like a scorched bus after a 
terrorist bombing. The child is also a Trojan soldier - running with his 
feet moving like the treadmill’s rubber strip, a mixture of hate, revenge, 
despair, desolation and in between them a narrow line of satisfaction. 
He notices an adult man with gray hair and a big bald-spot who reminds 
him of grandpa Gepetto. He accelerates, moving his feet quickly, in-
tensifying his sensations, and waves his sword overhead. The citizen 
ducks with terror and gives into his fears, and the soldier strikes him 
with the metal blade powerfully and mercilessly, a few times, cutting 
his flesh and crushing his skull until the blood flows from all parts of 
his body, and out of Gepetto’s throat breaks a horrible cry. Tali stands 
behind Mr.Klinberg again and pushes the bat she holds into his butt, 
pushing it with a fist, like she’s trying to hammer a nail into the wall. 
Mr.Klinberg who is already satisfied screams with pain and his body 
convulses. The kid is squashed under his weight and he is colored with 
shades of blue and purple, his face inflates like a birthday balloon and 
his hands are sent forward to grab an invisible pole. Then his mouth 
opens and whitish grayish vomit, composed of milk and cornflakes, 
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is spilled like a bucket of rancid water, on the carpet. 
Lately I had a bad feeling about myself, like a vegetable salad that 
stayed in the fridge for a long time. I always had this analogy - of a 
vegetable salad. I mean - confusion about things and a mix up of many 
parts that I didn’t think of as significant, or did think of as significant 
- but were still many parts. Which now are much worse, because every-
thing is rotten and my whole creation is becoming bitter with residues 
and lonely thoughts I didn’t have before. Once I was fresher and now I 
am exasperated - what an annoying depression.
Bosnia looks like a big military camp where everybody is dressed 
up wearing uniforms and camouflaged clothes. There are no light or 
red colors, even blood has the dark color of terra-cotta soil and black 
crumbs - little specks of dust that mix with it as soon as it oozes and 
exits the body. Bodies are strewn all over the place - in the dark forests 
and the ruined buildings, in the scorched fields and the dry lakes that 
are used as mass graves. The bodies lie on the ground, nobody moved 
them, they rotted slowly and white bones are exposed from within - the 
bones around the lungs looked like fearful teeth of little devastating 
creatures, the long heavy bones of the arms and legs seemed like rocks 
or innocent pebbles growing from the ground, the thin hand and feet 
bones were crushed by the boots of passers-by broken down to a white 
powder that spreads over the moist earth which grows underneath it 
bushes and tiny buds that intertwine like embryos around themselves. 
People walked stooping and dirty in the mud, the women wore gray 
kerchiefs, pale as death, full of desperation, wrinkles and reminding me 
of my grandmother in their facial features. My grandmother - named 
Ethel - was very bitter and after her stroke she stopped speaking He-
brew and only said things in Polish and cursed all the time - she had 
wrinkles like the marks on a ruler around her lips and strong wrinkles 
that divided her cheeks into two uncooked pancakes, she had a fore-
head with wrinkles that crossed it like waves on a calm sea, and basi-
cally she was wrinkled like a rag. The men were always armed, and the 
lads bore arms as well, actually the lads especially carried arms, they 
were excited with the hot dirty metal and the heroism of war, they had 
nothing to lose yet (except for the musicians and artists who despised 
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all of this and wrote and composed songs) they treated war - even if 
they were not fully aware of it - like a game and not like a real danger. 
The leg amputees and the pneumonia patients carried guns as well, they 
all had a big, greased, Russian rifle under their arm, with which they 
shot in every direction, through little holes in the concrete, at times to 
distant places - where the attackers were probably located.
Mr.Klinberg built the camp inside the city, in the center of a square, 
totally vacant during the night, and in the daytime people would walk 
around it hugging the walls so they don’t become moving targets for the 
enemy bullets. Bruce Willis had three wide tents, like the ones in basic 
training, at his disposal, made of light colored pigskin. One tent served 
as a kitchen, Mr. Klinberg’s private cook lived in it, and installed a gas 
stove, a huge wooden table for chopping, huge stainless steel refrigera-
tors connected to generators and full of Mr.Klinberg’s favorite foods, 
and a big aquarium in which chubby salmons sailed. The aquarium 
seemed surreal with the grave and somber Bosnian background - like 
the goldfish swimming in the air in that Johnny Depp movie - with 
someone trying to commit suicide and jumping like a yoyo. The second 
tent served as a workroom, it had big video cameras, small pen-cams 
and lots of wires and cassettes and reels and dismantled TV sets show-
ing real-time footage of Mr.Klinberg. The third tent was a bedroom and 
had a huge bed where the whole Klinberg crew slept - Tali, the little kid 
who joined them and the cook. Mr.Klinberg had a private bed standing 
next to the staff bed. The reason - Mr.Klinberg didn’t like to sleep in the 
company of others, and would retire to his private bed during the night 
when he wanted to sleep.
During the first week Mr.Klinberg used his camera to document the 
sight of disfigured cadavers, bullet holes and internal organs that be-
came hard and cold as they exited the body. The ruined houses looked 
like expressive landscape paintings, faded and portraying a horrible 
apocalypse. The dead bodies in the dense atmosphere lay in the mists 
like a mammoth or huge whale cemetery, and looked like landscape 
photos with hundreds of dead Cindy Sherman figures. 
The TV audience followed Bruce Willis’ reports with interest and con-
centration. They swallowed with crave the images of bodies and de-
voured flesh, their skin crawled at the sound of machine guns cutting
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through the silence, and they felt the death and the cool mists covering 
the ruins. Bruce Willis’ broadcasts had ratings as high as the first moon 
landing. They watched him take his first step, examined the alienated 
landscape, and were filled with anxieties and excitement every time he 
bent down and uncovered another body. 
Once they saw him passionately chasing an old wooden wagon stacked 
with bodies of Albanian citizens, he staggered after it with his hands 
stretched forward and in his eyes tears of pain quivered and dropped. At 
another time Bruce Willis was seen singing loudly, held in the arms of 
worn warriors - camouflaged with mud and covered with blood - some 
Slavic folksongs. He went native, he studied them, he loved them. The 
TV audience felt the bittersweet pain of unfulfilled love, little failures 
and an empathy for the stranger - the enemy. Bruce Willis taught them 
to love the soldiers protecting their country (attacking in the name of 
their country, or rebelling against their country - he didn’t know) to 
mourn their death for days or moments after their exposure - their short 
moments of fame.
The watchers would wait for Bruce Willis’s broadcast time, rest their 
butts on the TV couch, moving it pleasantly left and right until a small 
recess was formed in the pillow underneath matching the shape of their 
butt, and lay it down gently like an egg. The hardest reports and the 
bloodiest battles were exposed on Klinberg’s show. The soldiers and 
their foes went to fight knowing they would never get greater interna-
tional exposure than during Mr.Klinberg’s stay in the area.
I suddenly remembered something that doesn’t have anything to do 
with this, but with the previous chapter - with the salad. Nehama - my 
friend from junior high - used to ridicule a common friend we had, 
saying his stories were boring and that he lacks any sense of storytell-
ing or an ability to reach a point - she always said that these stories 
end stupidly by saying, “So in the end ate salad”. She used to repeat 
that sentence so many times until it became an expression used when 
forgetting or not knowing how to end a story. So in the end we ate salad 
- funny, isn’t it?
Mr.Klinberg’s daily routine changed very little since he moved under 
the cover of pigskin tents in the center of Bosnia. He installed a tiny 
silver bell at his bed head, got to know a few handsome women,
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fair-haired, with a Slavic look, and got friendly with the local kids in 
all senses of the phrase. The salmons in the cook’s tent were used on a 
daily basis and many citizens discovered the secret wonders of the un-
avoidable and unwanted combination of sex and cocaine. Mr.Klinberg 
collected in his tent a flock of bashful young women, fair-haired and 
rag wearing. Their dresses were never washed because of the water 
shortage, their underwear was made of rag patches stitched together 
roughly around their thighs, and their feet were bare, almost always col-
ored in light shades of brown and dotted with mud squirts. Mr.Klinberg 
made sure he undressed them daily, changed their clothes and person-
ally soaped them in every unreachable spot of their body. They stood 
in a row in front of the aquarium, taking their clothes off in a clumsy 
masculine manner. Under their wide clothes their bodies were unveiled 
- skinny and pale, small breasts and muscled arms, shaking and goose 
bumped. Their hair was combed and cut, and sometimes dyed black - if 
Mr.Klinberg wished it so. Their pubic hair was shaved into the shape 
of the letters of their first name so he wouldn’t forget their identities 
whilst having sex.
The girls were stuffed with any food they desired from goose liver, buf-
falo brain and tender chick flesh to rich falafel pitas and vanilla cream 
puffs. They refused to try the cocaine and heroin powders and even the 
hash. Their only love was the laughing gas tanks - which they inhaled 
for long hours of the day, escaping the sounds of war and destruction, 
the death of their loved ones and their families -sitting in a circle on the 
huge bed in the sleeping tent, and filling their lungs until their brains 
turned from a solid dipped in liquid to fluffy gas.
Mr.Klinberg was also part of the circle - sitting cross legged, smiling in 
all directions arrogantly. He did not inhale the laughing gas because he 
was afraid it would destroy his brain completely like nail polish remov-
er on a woman’s nails. Mr.Klinberg located a black Chinese bowl next 
to the bed, prepared two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorted 
the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushed his teeth using his 
finger with the remains. Then he rested his head on one of the girls’ - 
Louisa’s - thighs, shoving and nodding his head between her legs, the 
girl hardly paid any attention to him and he continued shoving his head 
at her, caressing her back and massaging her soft pleasant skin with 
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long strokes. “How come you’re always able to fuck?” Louisa asked 
him, laughing and letting the almonds at the tip of her mouth collide 
and whirl like two stockings hanging on a laundry line. “I take some 
of this powder” Mr. Klinberg says and without lifting his head sends 
his hand to the black Chinese bowl, picks it up and lays it down on 
the bedside table. Louisa decides to try, she imitates the moves of her 
savior and prepares two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorts the 
cocaine into each of her nostrils, and brushes her teeth using her finger 
with the remains. “Swallow the chunks in your throat” Mr.Klinberg 
tells her, and she slaps her nostrils involuntarily, trying to free her-
self from the powder that stuck inside her. “I don’t feel anything”. 
Mr.Klinberg tells her to wait. After a few minutes they are carrying a 
serious conversation about the dangers of inhaling laughing gas and 
the advantages of snorting cocaine. After three days there wasn’t a girl 
who didn’t experience and fall in love with the genius drug.
For long hours the girls would sit and prepare two long and narrow 
lines on the mirror, snorting the cocaine into each of their nostrils, and 
brushing their teeth using their fingers with the remains. The food, the 
cocaine, the sex, the self-confidence and the love of life that grew in 
the hearts of the girls changed their faces totally. There was no sign of 
tiredness or loss in their eyes, their upper lip rested nonchalantly on 
the bottom one like a cashmere sweater on the healthy shoulders of a 
rich kid.
The men in town received Mr.Klinberg’s special attention as well, be-
ing that he didn’t lose his deep affection for buttholes. Every morning 
a long line of well built young men would come to Mr.Klinberg’s tents, 
carrying in their hands dark greased rifles, they stood in a long line and 
waited patiently for Mr.Klinberg’s arrival. He took a black Chinese 
decorated bowl and handed it with a square mirror to each fighter who 
would in his turn prepare two long and narrow lines on the mirror, 
snort the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brush his teeth using his 
finger with the remains. Fighters Mr.Klinberg liked were eligible for 
two extra rows, they were prepared on his ass, around the rectum and 
the fighter would snort the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brush 
his teeth using his finger with the remains. Sometimes he would invite 
a few fighters to snort and lick each other’s rectum, ducking in a long 
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row that looked like a human train. Many times that ritual developed 
into a mass orgy, the fighters would put their rifle barrels inside their 
friends and into Mr.Klinberg’s “small room”, scratching the rectums 
with the sight at the edge of the barrel, walking about in a carefree state 
of mind, humming a tune, drinking alcohol, singing folksongs together 
and hugging Mr.Klinberg in front of the camera with a heavy Russian 
rifle attached to their ass.
During the second week of his stay Mr.Klinberg decided to leave town 
and see what was happening around it - to check whether the rumors, 
about concentration camps and refugee camps in the surrounding for-
ests, were true. He noticed a group of soldiers - who he recognized 
from the long morning lines in front of his tent - carrying a big wooden 
cart like a French prisoner cart taking aristocracy to the guillotine, but 
instead of aristocrats there were hundreds of dead bodies stacked on 
one another like bread on the shelves of the grocery - ready for sale. 
Bruce Willis spoke with the soldiers who were happy to meet him and 
share the contents of the Chinese bowl. In return they let him accom-
pany them to the mass grave - where they were taking the bodies. Dur-
ing the ride the soil got moist, and peeking out of it like rocks were the 
hands and feet of Albanian citizens. Sometimes the wagon got stuck in 
the mud and had to be shoved. After an hour’s walk Bruce Willis sat 
on the body stack in the wagon, put the camera down beside him and 
a square mirror on the back of one of the bodies’ neck, prepared two 
long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of his 
nostrils, and brushed his teeth using his finger with the remains.
He looked like Michael Caine in a documentary about enchanted places 
in the East - leaning back, one of the bodies serving him as a pillow 
and the torso of a girl as an armrest. One of the soldiers - Boris - sat 
beside him and offered him a little milk he brought for the journey, 
Mr.Klinberg gently refused saying, “Maybe later”. Boris nodded with 
understanding and also prepared two long and narrow lines on the mir-
ror, snorted the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushed his teeth 
using his finger with the remains. Mr.Klinberg asked Boris if he would 
like to do some more lines of coke, and after Boris said “Yes”, he lay 
on the cadaver stack rolled down his pants, exposed his ass, and let the 
fighter prepare two long and narrow rows around his rectum, snort the 
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cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brush his teeth using his finger 
with the remains. Then the fighter lay down on the cadaver stack rolled 
down his pants and let Mr.Klinberg break through the gates of his assh-
ole. After a while - the wagon still in motion - Mr.Klinberg shoved the 
warrior’s gun into his ass, turned it slowly - trying to control the groans 
of pain and delight. Suddenly the body wagon hit an unexpected bump 
- the shoe heel of a Bosnian girl who got lost in the forest a month ago 
- that shook the wagon abruptly. A shot was fired from the rifle attached 
to Boris’s behind and a big hole gaped in the center of his body. Noth-
ing was left of the fighter’s crotch. Bruce Willis got off the wagon hor-
rified, the fighters looked at their comrade’s body with disgust and care-
fully examined the outcome of the shot. After a minute they shrugged, 
held onto the wagon beams, and drove on. Bruce Willis stood shocked 
and watched the soldiers drive to the mass grave, then he remembered 
the camera that stayed by Boris’s body and more importantly the coke 
powder, that spread over the rest of the bodies like flour on fresh loaves 
of bread. He ran after the wagon, begging the soldiers to stop, his feet 
stumbling on the mud and stones, his face red with the sudden effort, his 
hands sent forward and tears trembling, dripping from his eyes. When 
they reached the mass grave the wagon was emptied quickly and the 
bodies poured out of it into the deep wide pit. The soldiers noticed the 
powder spread on the civilians’ dead bodies, jumped in, accompanied 
by Mr.Klinberg, and snorted the bodies with great care, not letting any 
white speck escape their nostrils. After that they were elated, they sat 
by the reeking pit and opened the vodka bottles they kept in the inner 
pockets of their coats. After drinking enough, they stood over the mass 
grave - in a circle of about ten people - unzipped their pants and wet 
their brothers’ bodies to such a degree that mould started growing on 
the rocks and ground immediately, and the clothes clung to the bodies 
so that the two became one. “We always give them a golden shower” 
one of the fighters explained to Klinberg, “It’s a kind of a ritual” he said 
and accidentally kicked Boris’s milk carton that stood by his foot. All 
of the sour milk spilled and was soaked by the ground.
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Portrait of the artist as a young woman: Keren Cytter prepares a canvas in her 
studio, aged 19.
105
Cytter at her family home, with TV, aged 9.
Big girl now: Cytter leaves for 
her first day of high school, aged 
13.
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Peace on Earth: Christmas greeting card from unidentified terrorist group to the Klinberg 
Mansion, late 1990s.
107
Klinberg’s chef in typical guise. Year unknown, 
probably 1980s.
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108
Top: At home with fan mail, 1981. Klinberg 
would personally sign his replies ‘you complete 
me, love Moshe’.
Bottom: Invitation addressed to Moshe 
Klinberg from unidentified (possibly 
Congolese?) terrorist group, dated 7th 
April 2003, from the Klinberg Man-
sion archives. 109
One of a few known photographs of Klinberg and Cytter together. Couple on the right are 
the then Danish heads of state. Location possibly Berlin, circa 1991.
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112
Moshe Klinberg, 20th Century.
113
The high life: (from l to r) Trevor Gallosy, Tali and Moshe Klinberg on Klin-
berg’s private jet, destination unknown, circa 1997.
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114
Dream team: Gallosy and Klinberg, Quebec, Canada, early 1990s.
Photo of unidentified bank robbery found on Klinberg’s mobile phone after his 








Photo on Klinberg’s mobile phone, possibly of near fatal 
shark attack in the Caribbean, dated 24th December 2003.
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Irrepressible decadence: The Klinberg Mansion. Year unknown.
117





Pills and liquor, the Klinberg Mansion, 
circa 2003.
Excerpt from the Klinberg Library. 
Year unknown.
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118
Trevor Gallosy and friend at Klinberg’s memorial service, St Patricks, 
New York, 2004.
119
Vodka, the Klinberg Mansion, circa 1970.
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120
Dangerous games: Unidentified female with firearm. Klinberg Mansion ar-
chives, year unknown.
121
Photo possibly depicting hostage torture situation. Figure on the far right be-
lieved to be Moshe Klinberg. Dated 18th May 1982 from the Klinberg Mansion 
archives.
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122
Publicity still from a film currently in production based on the 
life of Moshe Klinberg, Hollywood, 2009.
123
‘Untitled (Memory)’ from 1992 by Moshe Klinberg. Klinberg experimented 
with Photoshop whilst under the psychotropic influence of the Peyote cactus 
during his many visits to San Luis Potosi, Mexico, throughout the 1990s.
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124
‘Untitled (Conflict)’  from 1996 by Moshe Klinberg.
125
‘Untitled (Mother)’ from 1999 by Moshe Klinberg. Images of art work courtesy 
of the Guggenheim Foundation.
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126
Wild times: A young female member of the Klinberg household sets her hair on 
fire. Photo dated November 2003.
Chapter IX
127
A student film - “Keren Cytter - C - Y - T - T - E - R” - Attraction - Big hands - 
Knowing Mr. Klinberg - Moral conversation - “This food is holy” - Moving to 
the bedroom - “Sex and the City” - Not a bystander - Michael - “Oh boy.”
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“...She wears khaki pants with an orange stripe along the sides 
and a black turtleneck with little stains - the remains of some 
food and white paint.” 
From here on there’s a turn. This is the part where a change in the story 
starts to take place, it may seem like a little change at first, but then it 
is going to develop, until out of the many clues, metaphors and word 
games, you’ll understand how big it is. The look also changes. If up to 
here it looked like a movie, now it looks like a student film by a direc-
tor who was over enthusiastic with the over-exposed look - everything 
is light and smooth. The wrinkles disappear and the sun is dominant 
like an atomic bomb, with a never-ending mushroom. There are winks, 
and a feeling of relaxation and pleasant sensations, natural awaken-
ings. Mr.Klinberg looks exotic - he wears a white suit and wide brim 
white hat made of straw. He is shaved and his jaw is white and shiny. 
He smiles with satisfaction, his eyes narrow in the sun, and open inno-
cently as if this is the first time he’s ever opened them.
He walks in a light wheat field that sails the wind like waves in the sea. 
Behind him there’s a big parasol protecting from the sun and two black 
haired girls who escort him on either side, wearing tight comfortable 
dresses made of a thin cloth without sleeves. There is no noise in the 
background other than the wind touching the tip of the wheat and blow-
ing it like a school of fish from side to side. Or like a long and silent 
Pasolini film with just a few characters and a close-up on the eyes and a 
slow hedonistic progression over the field. Calculated, measured steps 
like bites into an eel-sushi-cone after a month of junk food. Stepping 
into new crocodile skin shoes or belonging to a prestigious firm and 
the long thin stems of the wheat bend or break under the soles of their
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feet like a drawn elephant stepping with his big round foot on the sweet 
green grass buds. Like putting your ear on a purring cat and surrender-
ing to his joy and relaxation, be stupid and thoughtless like him and 
you will enjoy moving your head, feeling your ear and listening to the 
silence and enjoying the contact and time.
Bruce Willis marches slowly with Tali and Meital walking behind him, 
holding a gigantic parasol. So when they tiresomely glance at the field 
without focusing on anything, they spot a young girl sitting at a picnic 
where the wheat has already been reaped. She wears a yellow wide 
brim straw hat, amateurishly woven. Beside her a big, red and white 
checkered table cloth is spread, on it there’s a square straw basket with 
two openings - out of which a bottle of wine and a bag, which probably 
contains fruit and delicious sandwiches, peek out. The girl has fair hair 
with light streaks that twinkle in the sunlight and blind the eyes. She 
wears khaki pants with an orange stripe along the sides and a black 
turtleneck with little stains - the remains of some food and white paint. 
Bruce Willis approaches the girl slowly from behind her back, like how 
you approach a cat you don’t want to scare. Finally when they’re a 
meter away from her, Bruce Willis gently says, “Hello”. The girl turns. 
She has probably already seen them or heard them approach and replies 
“Hey”. Bruce Willis smiles joyfully and looks at his companions to see 
if they also enjoyed the greeting. They look at him and confirm with a 
smile like a couple of aristocratic ladies. He sits next to the girl and asks 
if he’s interrupting anything, the girl knows him from TV and some 
other places and says, “A bit, but it’s okay” he asks whether she’s wait-
ing for someone. She answers a tired, “No” and yawns from the heat of 
the sun. Then he asks her what her name is and she says, “Keren”. That 
girl is me. Although I died in the bank robbery I show up in this chapter 
as well because my presence is important - Mr.Klinberg should now 
have a lover, and I think I’m the best person for the job and I’m tired of 
telling his tales from the side. Mr.Klinberg sits next to me and listens 
to every word I say. He’s charmed by me, his eyes are round and spiral 
round themselves, as if a cartoon sorcerer bewitched him. He asks me 
for my full name and I say shyly - “Keren Cytter - C - Y - T - T - E - 
R”. Then he says that it sounds German. We speak in continuous bursts 
that flow and rise like shoe lace games or long strips of paper that are
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woven together to make a Sukkah decoration. He says something about 
his grandfather and I say something about World War Two, he says it’s 
very interesting and I say I have a good memory for historical dates, 
he asks for my birth date and I answer, “August twenty second” and 
ask if he knows anything about astrology, he says a little and I ask him 
if he can read palms, he says that he can’t and I show him the palm 
of my hand, he looks at it and tries to understand the meaning of the 
lines - “You have a big hand” he says and I nod my head affirmatively 
and say that my foot is also big, he laughs and I say let’s compare sizes. 
We put our hands one against the other, trying to be exact so we can 
see whose fingers are bigger - we are evenly sized. He says, “You re-
ally do have a big hand”, I offer him a glass of wine and drink from 
the bottle myself,  he tells me about a vineyard trip he once took, and I 
tell him something funny that once happened to me involving spoiled 
white wine and he says that I should try real champagne, I say some-
thing about a Madonna clip and nouveau-richness and he talks about 
friends who bought a huge house, I say that rappers are the greatest 
nouveau-riche and he laughs and says that Puff-Daddy is his friend, I 
want to hear some gossip and he tells me something about a phone with 
diamonds, I say that I saw it on TV, on the Conan O’Brien show when 
he interviewed Bustarhymes, and he blushes and says that he didn’t 
watch it. We talk about television and the low quality of shows in the 
country and the high quality of programs abroad, we get drunk and I 
lean forward in his direction and he asks what do I do except for picnics 
in the field and I say, “Paint and write” and he smiles politely and says, 
“Nice” and I say, “It’s therapeutic” and he says, “For sure” and I say, 
“Not exactly”. He lays back with his head on my legs and I try to lean 
back comfortably, he asks me if I’m comfortable and I say that I am, he 
asks me if  I’d seen the cows around and I ask him with fear, “Are there 
cows around here?”, he says, “Yes” and asks me if I‘m afraid of them 
and I say that I am, he laughs and I become anxious and imagine a herd 
of cows attacking me, he lifts his head up to me and says, “You really 
are afraid of them”, I say, “Yes” and he calms me and says that they’re 
far away and quite harmless, I look at the horizon and then at his face 
and say, “Do you know that you look like Bruce Willis?”, he rises and 
says, “You must be kidding” and I say, “Not at all - you really do” and 
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he says, “It’s the first time I’ve heard it”. Tali and Meital sit aside all 
this time and look like two variations of Marie Antoinette, they’re erect, 
noble and spoiled. They ignore us and gaze into the distance. I take 
some sandwiches out of the straw basket, with Roquefort, ham, Swiss 
cheese and feta and hand them to the four - including the cook. I know 
these sandwiches from work - these are the four sandwiches on the 
menu, and to my dismay, there’s no chance I’ll ever forget how to make 
them or how to decorate the plate. We eat with a great appetite and then 
he pulls out a cigarette, the filter in his hand, slides his tongue quickly 
along the cigarette, puts it in his mouth, pulls his fingers around it to 
straighten it and lights it. I ask for a cigarette, take one out of the pack, 
toss it up, let it roll three times in the air and land in my mouth, the filter 
side in. He looks at me charmed and you can hear his heartbeat grow 
stronger all over the field. Then he takes out a black Chinese bowl, 
prepares two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snorts the cocaine 
into each of his nostrils, and brushes his teeth using his finger with the 
remains. I ask for some of the powder too, take an aluminum foil out of 
my pocket, heat the coke over it until it vaporizes and sniff it until it hits 
the roof of my head and grazes the skull. Mr.Klinberg asks me over for 
a drink at his house. I accept the offer and nod my head happily because 
Mr.Klinberg is rich and generous, and known for his hospitality. We 
collect everything - the parasol, the basket with the food and the wine, 
and the Chinese bowl. The cook gets up slowly and walks around a 
little because his feet are numb, Tali and Meital smile at me with warm 
brown eyes and I smile back at them with a wide open smile.
All the way home Mr.Klinberg asks me things.
He asks how old I am and asks me to tell him things about me, and I 
tell him things that I find interesting but not too personal. He goes on 
digging deeper with his questions, and I enjoy talking and making him 
laugh with funny explanations. He’s attracted to me although if I sud-
denly disappear he won’t be sorry because together with the attraction 
he feels a heavy burden and a will to impress me and please me, and 
he doesn’t enjoy it. That’s what happened to me with Nadav. During 
the first few days after I met him I didn’t know what I thought about 
him. I was attracted to him and yet at the same time I felt like I’d left 
my natural surroundings and I didn’t feel secure when he was around 
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because his presence was very dominant for me and destroyed the bal-
ance I had in my head.
Mr. Klinberg sat next to me on the sofa at his house and asked me 
whether I’d like a drink. I said, “Whiskey” and he went towards the bar, 
pulled out a Glenfidich bottle and poured it into a short and wide glass 
with shrivels on the bottom. “On the rocks?” he asked, and I said, “A 
cube”. He prepared a glass of whiskey for himself as well, came back 
to the leather sofa in front of the TV and sat next to me. He asked me 
what I wanted to do, and I replied with a question, “Do you have any 
weed?”, he said, “Yes”, clapped his hands once and the cook came in 
with a wooden bowl with twenty joints in it, varying in thickness and 
in length. I chose a thin long one, tossed it up, let it roll three times in 
the air and land in my mouth, the filter side in, then I lit it. Mr.Klinberg 
looked at me shyly and asked, “Wouldn’t you like some coke too?” 
I looked at him puzzled and he said, “So we can let the conversation 
flow”. I said, “Yes, gladly” and he smiled at me and took a black Chi-
nese bowl from under the table, prepared two long and narrow lines on 
the mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushed his 
teeth using his finger with the remains. Then I asked him for the bowl. 
I took an aluminum foil out of my pocket, heated the coke over it until 
it evaporated and sniffed it until it hit the roof of my head and grazed 
the skull. After a few minutes Mr.Klinberg felt much more at ease and 
much more focused. Although he did not know what it was that he 
wanted, he knew how to get it. He told me about his job, I said I don’t 
like reporters , he asked me, “Why not?”, so I said, “Reporters would 
do anything to get a story and many times they hurt people instead of 
helping them”, he pulled out a cigarette, the filter in his hand, slid his 
tongue quickly along the cigarette, put it in his mouth, pulled his fingers 
around it to straighten it and lit it. “You’re wrong” he said, “My job is 
to stand at the side and not to get involved, that way I can report the 
truth optimally and warn others from what might happen to them”. I 
looked at him and examined his jaw, “That’s not true, the fact that you 
look from the side is a sort of concern and thought only about yourself”, 
before I could continue he waved his hand in rejection and said, “That’s 
a sort of fashion - your opinion. It’s just not true”, he took another sip 
of whiskey and said, “When I was in Bosnia...” then I cut him off and 
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asked, “What’s the difference between Bosnia and Kosovo?”, he put the 
whiskey glass that hid his eyes down and said, “Don’t know, it seems 
like the same place to me”. I laughed and said that I think so too. We 
told a lot of jokes about dead people, and made fun of people I knew 
from the TV and that he knew in person. Then he asked if I wanted to 
eat anything, I said yes, “What’s in your fridge?” he laughs and says, 
“What do you want?” and I say, “Whatever you’re having”, he asked, 
“Do you want sushi?” and I say, “Very much” and he notices the saliva 
going down my throat. After fifteen minutes huge amounts of sushi of 
all sorts arrive, there were also urchins and four that were ordered for 
me - with salmon eggs and ostrich eggs. We ate ceaselessly and ordered 
more. Mr.Klinberg really enjoyed it. He said as we ate, “This food is 
holy” and after a few minutes I said, “It’s so fun to eat” and he nodded 
and stuffed a shrimp nigiri into his mouth and I swear the shrimp was so 
fresh I could see it wag it’s tail before it entered his mouth. 
We spoke some more. Two short Filipino men cleared the table - “I 
used to have cleaning ladies, but the Filipinos are better” Mr.Klinberg 
said - and they put a black Chinese bowl with a square mirror in the 
center. Mr.Klinberg prepared two long and narrow lines on the mirror, 
snorted the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushed his teeth us-
ing his finger with the remains. Then I asked him for the bowl. I took 
an aluminum foil out of my pocket, heated the coke over it until it 
evaporated and sniffed it until it hit the roof of my head and grazed the 
skull. We were in a chatty mood again, Mr.Klinberg was also horny and 
moved his feet and thighs during the conversation. “I feel very free with 
you, even though I don’t know you that well”.  I said,  “Yes, so do I… 
it’s okay, it happens sometimes” and he moved his head to the side to 
stretch his neck. We kept quiet and after a minute Mr.Klinberg moved 
his head closer and kissed me. He inserted his tongue and moved it 
to the sides inside my mouth, I did the same and felt his teeth and the 
roof of his mouth and his tongue was like an urchin and smelled like 
a drunken urchin. Then he moved his body closer and hugged me and 
stroked me under the turtleneck shirt. My feet also moved with the 
thighs. I caressed him under the shirt and stroked his pants where the 
cock is. “Here we go” Mr.Klinberg told himself before unzipping his 
pants, he felt a tremendous excitement because it was the first time he 
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had sex with me. I cupped his balls with my hands and felt their warmth, 
the hairs, the softness in which they lived, in the scrotum. I played with 
them like with Chinese balls that make delicate sounds. Then I held his 
cock and moved my hand around it up and down. “Let’s move to the 
bedroom” he said and pulled up his pants so he could move, I followed 
him . After a few steps I went back to the living room. “What’s the mat-
ter?” he asked, I said, “I’m taking the coke bowl”. When we reached 
the bedroom we sat down. Mr.Klinberg was very excited and was hap-
py because the coke bowl was at his side, he prepared two long and 
narrow lines on the mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of his nostrils, 
and brushed his teeth using his finger with the remains. Then I asked 
him for the bowl. I took an aluminum foil out of my pocket, heated the 
coke over it until it evaporated and sniffed it until it hit the roof of my 
head and grazed the skull. We were able to have sex again. Mr.Klinberg 
lay over me. He shook his pelvis and my body arched and clung to him, 
he started taking my pants off, stopped for a moment and moved his 
head closer to me. We kissed again, the tongues moved like little fat 
snakes and Mr.Klinberg enjoyed the kiss and I let him lose control and 
caress my belly and above it - the breast. Then he took my pants off and 
I helped him undo the buttons. I kicked the pants and he simultaneously 
took his pants off too so we were totally naked from the waist down. He 
felt my pubic hair and the cold feet and intertwined white legs in them. 
Then he pulled my shirt over me and I squiggled and stretched until it 
came off. We kissed again, he drew away from me, rose up and took off 
the white shirt he wore. He felt I was totally controlled by him, and his 
fear of me vanished completely. He lay over me and fucked me, then 
he sat on his knees, lifted my pelvis and fucked me forcefully, then he 
lay over me again and fucked me gently. Then I rolled over, lay on my 
stomach, lifted my crotch in the air and he fucked me from behind, I lay 
totally relaxed on my stomach and he sat over me and fucked me up the 
ass. That’s where he came too. Then he said he wants me to sleep with 
him and that I can move in with him and he hugged me and affection-
ately kissed me and said that he loved me. On the one hand I wondered 
about the speed with which he fell in love with me. On the other hand 
I fell in love with him already too. That night I slept at his place - and 
just like with Nadav - we immediately moved in together. 
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After two days I brought all of my paintings and all of my books and 
we were both excited with the change in our lives. I felt like we were 
accompanied by a cheerful American tune every time we were togeth-
er. When I moved in with Nadav, I was immediately annoyed, because 
on the first day he decorated the house and brought in an ugly chest 
of drawers from the neighbors and put it in the living room. He hung 
all of his stuff on the walls and when I got back from work the place 
looked like his study and not like the house I wanted to live in, or a 
house I would have believed I would live in. Then I watched “Doll 
House” - it’s a play - and Nora - the girl, leaves the house in the end, 
and tells her husband that he didn’t love her and never let her choose 
anything and she was nothing more than a social ornament, and then 
just before she leaves she finally says that her husband bought and 
decorated the house by himself so it’s not really her house. I really 
identified with the play and I was glad that I broke up with Nadav 
because I reached the conclusion that he didn’t understand what he 
was supposed to do with me at all. I mean, he was like Nora’s husband 
- he thought that if he would deny me my freedom, but would be nice 
and polite like in American movies - everything would be all right. 
Or as the girl from “Sex and the City” said, “I didn’t need to tame 
him, he tried to tame me. I don’t need someone to tame me, I need 
someone I can gallop beside” - approximately. But with Moshe Klin-
berg it’s different, he keeps asking for my opinion and is interested in 
me, and never tries to come down on me, or to compete with me over 
every little thing, I get friendly with his girlfriends very fast, and at 
first I’m really excited and we have huge orgies where you can’t find 
your hands and feet, everybody lies on each other like a snake’s lair 
in the desert. I enjoy talking to the ‘Texas’ soloist and like to have sex 
with her, although she intimidates me a little. Only the cook isn’t to 
my liking - he’s ugly and looks like a gambling bookie at the central 
bus station - I know he’s okay and he’s been living in this house for 
years, but I won’t have him get close to me, or fuck me, or even fuck 
someone in an orgy I’m a part of. We are happy together. The first 
few weeks we don’t separate for a second, Moshe sometimes gives up 
jobs he gets so we can spend more time together. I teach him painting 
and we look like a coffee commercial. He introduces me to famous 
people who are his friends, and I help him remodel the house and come
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up with new ideas for the nocturnal parties - I organize great feasts that 
look like they were organized by kings in the Seventeenth Century and 
invite porn stars like Bruce le Bruce, who is a well known porn film 
director and actor, and the Brawer brothers - two amazingly beauti-
ful blond brothers who fuck each other in front of the guests. I am a 
good friend of Meital and Sigal who turn out to be something like my 
sisters, daughters and friends. They don’t visit Moshe in the morning 
anymore, because I sleep in his bed. But they visit me, and gossip with 
me about people we all know. They tell me what’s happening with the 
best known couples in Hollywood - who dumped who, who is addicted 
to drugs, who is gay and who thinks he’s gay - we talk about every-
thing. We also do drugs together. We sit outside on a big terrace, they 
prepare two long and narrow lines on the mirror, snort the cocaine into 
each of their nostrils, and brush their teeth using their finger with the 
remains. Then I ask them for the bowl. I take an aluminum foil out of 
my pocket, heat the coke over it until it evaporates and sniff it until it 
hits the roof of my head and grazes the skull. Then we talk for hours. 
From afar they look like the three musketeers and I am probably the 
fourth musketeer, whose role I can’t quite remember, but I’m almost 
sure he had a black goatee. I talk with Moshe quite a lot as well. We 
sit on the bed in the middle of the night and talk seriously, a wooden 
tray beside us with many types of sushi or stir-fried chicken liver with 
onion and tangerines. Moshe prepares two long and narrow lines on the 
mirror, snorts the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushes his teeth 
using his finger with the remains. Then I ask him for the bowl. I take an 
aluminum foil out of my pocket, heat the coke over it until it evaporates 
and sniff it until it hits the roof of my head and grazes the skull. And 
Moshe tells me that he enjoys life now and that for the first time he feels 
like he belongs, and isn’t just a bystander, I am usually intimidated by 
this kind of talk, but this time I agree with him and tell him that I am 
also tired of watching things as a bystander and I’m happy I can experi-
ence something from the inside and he says that suddenly his life has a 
meaning, and it’s not as empty as it used to be. And I say that I feel the 
same.When I was with Nadav the feeling I belonged used to stress me, 
I felt like I was playing a part in a play, without knowing what my part 
was. So I was frustrated most of the time - I wanted 
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to go on being me, but because the situation changed I also tried to play 
the other part that I didn’t understand. Anyhow, I was very confused 
and when I went up the stairs to our house I’d inhale the scent of the 
building with a deep breath, and dwell on the view seen from the tiny 
windows on the stairwell, to incorporate them into my experience and 
being. But it didn’t help, because as I said before - it wasn’t my house. 
But with Moshe it was different and I told him about it and he said that 
he feels the same. Then he prepared two long and narrow lines on the 
mirror, snorted the cocaine into each of his nostrils, and brushed his 
teeth using his finger with the remains. Then I asked him for the bowl. I 
took an aluminum foil out of my pocket, heated the coke over it until it 
evaporated and sniffed it until it hit the roof of my head and grazed the 
skull. We smiled at each other and a great love filled our heart and pour 
out and streamed between us like a big river. We were happy like Care 
Bears under the rainbow or like the climax of three ecstasy pills that 
rush to your brain - that’s all we thought of at the moment - of happi-
ness. I found no faults in him, he was charming and beautiful and sexy 
and rich and considerate and smart and talented and strong and he also 
thought I was perfect in every way. Only one sorrow dripped on our 
heads like a tap that wasn’t properly turned off - we knew we’d have 
to get out of bed eventually. With Nadav it ended in a horrible way. 
We constantly fought and hurt each other - I was mad and he would 
laugh at me, I didn’t speak to him and he ignored me. In the end, dur-
ing the last week, he was busy with work for whole consecutive days 
and I was really angry with him and cried a lot because I thought he 
didn’t love me and I moved to a friend’s house who was on reserve duty 
at the time. A few days after that I went to my cousin’s Bar-Mitzvah 
where I met a charming American guy named Michael. We spoke of 
all sorts of things and it was obvious that we were attracted to each 
other, he postponed his flight back to the US and we dated while I lived 
in Rani’s apartment - he’s her friend. With Nadav I hardly spoke and 
I would meet Michael every night, but I couldn’t fuck him because 
I was used to Nadav’s touch and I still loved him and Michael was 
very disappointed, and when he walked me to the apartment for the last 
time he told me he was engaged for two years and then a month before 
the wedding she called to tell him that she met a man and that she’s
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breaking up with him and marrying the stranger. Then when we were 
close to the apartment we kissed farewell and Michael grunted and 
said, “Oh boy”.
With Moshe it wasn’t like that. Nothing could set us apart. We kept 
talking all night until blue light came in through the big window in the 
other room and the chirping of birds was heard from outside. We didn’t 
feel how fast time went by. I took an aluminum foil out of my pocket, 
heated the coke over it until it evaporated and we sniffed it together 
until it hit the roofs of our heads and grazed our skulls. Then Moshe 
took a cigarette, tossed it up, let it roll three times in the air and land in 
his mouth, the filter side in, and lit it.
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Chapter X
140
The neighborhood - Zion and Julio enter for the last time - something to eat - 
the children’s room - A gunfight - “Nnnnnooooo!!!” - The TV screen - salad.
141
“There’s no chance...” he said, “we will free Giorgio - this 
criminal is a walking danger”.
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This is the last chapter, get ready for thrills - the sound of sirens, red 
and blue flashes, alternating and turning, police cars driving fast like 
a chase in a certain direction of town - swarming like a gang from all 
streets and neighborhoods. A cop scolding a greengrocer for cardboard 
boxes that block the street, hears the call from the car radio and rushes 
in without saying good-bye or giving the fat grocer a ticket. 
Another policeman cuffs the hands of two slim teenagers caught smok-
ing weed, then a call is heard on the radio and the cop inserts the key 
into the metal cuffs, “It’s your lucky day” he says and the boys run 
away cheerfully.
All of the police cars arrive at a little neighborhood that looks like a 
part of an American suburb at first, but the deeper you enter, the poorer 
the environment gets and looks more like the Tikva neighborhood - the 
“Cardboard Neighborhood”. No, actually the neighborhood is a beau-
tiful well kept suburb like the one in “Edward Scissorhands” with a 
lawn, a white fence and a house with a red-shingled roof. Two danger-
ous criminals named Zion Petrovsky and Julio Algranati took over the 
house and the family living in it - two girls, a mother and a father. Zion 
knocked forcefully on the door and the mother opened and asked what 
they wanted, they answered together, “To get in” and she said confused, 
“No, I don’t think so”. Then Zion stood in front of her and said, “Let 
us in now” and in a lower voice, “I don’t care what you think”, behind 
the wife the husband was seen approaching the door, he had a towel on 
his shoulder and a long apron tied to his neck. He looks like that dude 
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from “Cheers”. It was obvious that he was busy cooking or barbecuing 
in the backyard, he stood behind his wife and said, “Excuse me I don’t 
think you’re wanted over here” and put his hand on the door to close 
it. “I don’t care what you think” Julio said, drew a gun out of nowhere 
and shot the husband - Ted Danson - three shots in the chest. You can 
see how the bullets hit the husband - dimly hear the gunshots and then 
notice the shock taking hold of the man and his chest gets soaked in 
blood. He looks at him, opens his mouth like a grouper fish and stares 
with a lost look at the horizon. The mother gazes, stunned for a few 
seconds then screams with terror, Zion and Julio enter the house and 
shut the door. They check what’s in the house. Take the girls out of 
their rooms and tell them to stay with mom in the living room. Then 
they get to the barbecue and examine the skewers, “I like meat” Zion 
says and puts a skewer in his mouth. Julio eats a skewer too and they go 
inside. After two hours there’s a knock on the door. Julio and Zion look 
at each other with looks of significance, “He’s here” they say together 
and approach the door and open it, Bruce Willis stands in the doorway 
with a slim smile and narrowed eyes. He takes a cigarette, tosses it up, 
lets it roll three times in the air and land in his mouth, the filter side in, 
and lights it. “You called me?” he asks (Superman’s theme rolls in the 
background) and the criminals, who are thrilled with the honor that 
has come their way, whisper to one another and then turn to him say-
ing, “Yes…yes”. Bruce Willis walks in and sees the mother embracing 
her two daughters, trembling with fear. He looks at her with a frozen 
expression and you see the pen-cam in his pocket recording everything 
through its tiny lens. The robbers offer him something to eat before the 
action starts and he agrees, sits at the table and eats everything that’s 
served with a healthy appetite - skewered turkey, chicken breast and 
chicken hearts with fine chopped salad. Then he leans back in his chair, 
looking at the clock with great boredom taking an aluminum foil out of 
his pocket, heats coke over it until it evaporates and sniffs it until it hits 
the roof of his head and grazes his skull. Then he takes a cigarette, toss-
es it up, lets it roll three times in the air and land in his mouth, the filter 
side in, and lights it. “When does the party begin?” he asks and Julio 
says, “Soon, we’ll try to grab more hostages from the neighbors”. Zion 
walks out the back door to the neighbor’s yard - there’s a kindergarten 
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there, Bruce Willis joins him in order to document, stands behind him 
and looks at Zion enter the kindergarten with a big shotgun, shouting 
and hollering with a deep and loud voice, “Come here immediately” 
then he points at the teacher who looks like Helen Hunt’s corpse and 
says, “You! Come here and gather all the kids round me, then I want 
you to take them into the other house, clear?”, but the teacher just 
cries and whines, screams and trembles. It makes Zion anxious and he 
screams hysterically, “Stop it already”, but she doesn’t listen to him 
and he looks at the kids who also cry and he feels like he’s caught in a 
monsters’ nest. A loud shot is heard, like a bazooka blast, and the whin-
ing stops. Nothing is left of the teacher’s head, her body continues to sit 
straight on the chair wearing a dress with a flower pattern, the arms and 
hands, skinny and white, hold on to the seat and the neck is gentle and 
white. But above it there’s nothing. Zion’s gun blew the teacher’s head 
clean off. The kids and Zion are silent and shocked, unable to take their 
eyes off the strange sight. Bruce Willis also opens his mouth a little, be-
cause the shock made him forget how to breathe through his nose. Then 
Zion cools down a little and calmly says with the voice of a man who 
controls himself, “Now stand in a line and follow me. If you don’t lis-
ten to me you’ll lose your head like the teacher did”. The kids listen to 
him and stand, shaking from side to side with tears still on their cheeks, 
forming a line. “You go first” he pushes a tall blond kid who looks like 
the kid from “The Never-Ending Story”, Zion arranges the kids in line, 
stands in front and marches. He looks like Mother Goose walking her 
chicks. Sometimes he turns around to see everything is ok and Bruce 
Willis who’s situated at the end of the line walks slowly like a limping 
duck and follows Zion with his camera. At the house the children are 
on the living room rug, as if waiting for a story to be read. The mother, 
who sat trembling with her two daughters, up until now, seems more re-
sourceful and hands out candy to relax the kids. The living room looks 
like an Israeli living room during the Gulf War, a lot of panic, noise, 
commotion and food. After a few minutes police car sirens are heard 
and all the cars surround the white house with the red-shingled roof. Ju-
lio and Zion discuss amongst themselves and then when the telephone 
rings, Julio makes Zion answer. Zion tells the police in a half stutter 
that they demand their friend to be freed from jail where he’s sitting for 
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three murders in the first degree, two of the second degree, ten rapes, 
three robberies, twenty three thefts, another fifty charges of attacking 
police officers, drug and weapons trade, and another charge of spy-
ing for an enemy state. The police officer - John Goodman - was so 
shocked he almost swallowed his tongue, “There’s no chance...” he 
said, “we will free Giorgio - this criminal is a walking danger”. But 
Julio and Zion hung up the phone and John Goodman had no choice but 
to call the anti-terrorist unit to try and rescue the poor kids. After five 
hours Zion and Julio decided to execute the kids in order to make their 
intentions clear. They didn’t know that police units were already hang-
ing down ropes on the walls of the house, like ants taking over a decay-
ing turtle. They chose a small ugly girl with black hair and two braids, 
freckles and braces. Julio said, “Get out of the house, here, you’re free”, 
he called the police and said they were releasing - “What’s your name?” 
he asked and she answered with a weak voice, “Zipi Gendelman”.
The girl came slowly out of the house and was afraid to proceed in the 
cop’s direction, because they kept pointing their guns at the door. In the 
meantime Zion went up on the roof with his big shotgun and aimed it 
like Oswald at the girl. Suddenly Zipi recognized her mother among 
the cops, going wild like a lioness and trying to free herself from the 
cops’ hold, to run to her daughter. “Mommy” Zipi screamed and ran to 
the police cars. Then Zion pulled the trigger and hit Zipi’s back, she fell 
on her knees and then on her stomach. Some of the cops immediately 
jumped in the girl’s direction and others turned to see where the shots 
came from and before Zion could say, “I’m innocent” hundreds of cops 
in black bullet-proof vests jumped over him and pushed his head to the 
shingles. Julio who guards the house in the meanwhile and doesn’t see 
anything, only hears what goes on outside, suddenly sees police units 
breaking in through all the windows using long ropes that hang from 
the shingled roof, and cops jumping out of all sorts of places armed 
like human tanks. A gunfight breaks out between Julio and the cops in 
black. Bruce Willis ducks and hides and shuts his eyes with horrible 
confusion. We dimly hear the gunshots and see the bullets hit everyone 
around - the blond kid is shot in the shoulder, a cop is shot twice in the 
heart, a sweet girl in a red dress looks at us sadly, collapses and bleeds 
on the floor and another cop is blown back looking at us with shock. 
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Julio looks around and sees the cops surrounding him, forming a circle. 
But he doesn’t care and goes on shooting. We dimly hear the gunshots 
and see the bullets hit everyone around - a redheaded kid with braces 
is shot in the shoulder, one cop is shot twice in the heart, a big fat girl 
with a pony tail on the side of her head looks at us, sadly collapses and 
bleeds on the floor and another cop is blown back looking at us with 
shock. 
Julio notices the mother - who lives in the house - cramped and crying 
from fear with her daughter hiding and holding on to her body, he aims 
without thinking twice and the gun goes off. But then in slow motion 
we see Bruce Willis running in the mother’s direction and screaming 
a huge and loud, “Nnnnnooooo!!!” and his voice is stretched like his 
movement for a long while, we see his mouth opening, shaken by the 
wind like a big drop of quicksilver, the bullet is seen exiting Julio’s gun 
and hitting Moshe’s head. At that instant the law enforcers’ guns fire 
and not only does Moshe’s head explode, his whole body turns into 
Swiss cheese or a giant sponge squirting blood. Julio glances with a 
desperate look and his eyes resemble the skinned salmon that sees his 
body being eaten alive. He shoots the remaining bullets into the cops, 
lets his body surrender to the police bullets, stripped to the rhythm of 
the shots. After a few minutes when everybody looks around, screams 
and calls for ambulances are heard from all directions, the policemen 
slowly approach Moshe Klinberg’s body and examine it. They can’t 
comprehend his death and refuse to cover him. They expect him, like 
we do, to get up from the floor and give his report like he always does, 
but Moshe Klinberg is really dead. Trevor Gallosy arrives at the scene 
wearing a yellow tie and a black suit. He is very serious and that’s why 
everyone treats him very seriously. He talks to the cops in a low voice, 
and they explain what happened. Because Trevor is tall and you see him 
every day on TV, the cops respect him. Another reason he’s so highly 
thought of, is that he owns a part of the company he anchors for. Trevor 
enters the scene of the crime and approaches Bruce Willis, he examines 
his body sadly and mumbles, “What a sad story… sad story”, then he 
takes the pen-cam out of Mr.Klinberg’s shirt pocket and finds a blood 
stained letter, saying “To: Trevor Gallosy” on it’s envelope - he unfolds 
the paper gently and reads Mr.Klinberg’s resignation letter, folds it and 
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puts it in his own shirt pocket. Mr.Gallosy walks out of the crime scene, 
depressed and sorrowful and signals for action. The cameraman bal-
ances the camera on his shoulder and the boom man man prepares and 
sends the microphone overhead. Trevor spews a few dramatic words, 
moves his eyebrows with grief as he describes the dead and the wound-
ed and after a short silence signals a cut. 
He enters his car and tells the cameraman to send the cassette to the 
newsroom, where he’ll go over the footage. 
I look at the TV screen sobbing with tears. I can’t believe this is where 
my love story ended. From a happy free spirit without concerns I turned 
into the woman with the heaviest heart in the world. I take a cigarette, 
toss it up, let it roll three times in the air, but the cigarette misses my 
mouth, lands on my wet cheek, and falls on the leather sofa between 
the pillows.
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That’s it. This is the story. When I told it to the stupid waitress that 
works with me she said it looks like an American movie to her despite 
the moral of the story. I asked her what the moral of the story was and 
she said, “That we all die in the end”. It seemed silly, I told her it’s not 
a moral but a simple fact of life that any idiot knows. After a few days 
I went to work once more and this time another waitress was on duty - 
Ruty. While working in the kitchen and cutting vegetables for a salad 
I told her the story and then I told her about the moral from the stupid 
waitress. Ruty said it’s nonsense and that it’s not the moral of the story 
and asked me to add olives to the salad, I told her, “The moral of the 
story is that it’s better to mind your own business, and to always look 
at things as a bystander, otherwise you get hurt” and surprisingly, Ruty 
said, “No. That’s not the moral of the story. The moral of the story is 
that life is ironic and that life stinks”, to me it sounded like my own 
moral, only more generally put. So I had nothing to argue about. I sat 
next to her at the bar with a bowl and two forks and in the end we ate 
salad.  
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